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1 Introduction
Within the spectrum of renewable energy sources, wind power plays an outstanding
role. It has been exhibiting enormous growth rates of about 27% annually since
2005, resulting in a doubling of cumulative global capacity in less than three years
(REN21 2010). By the end of 2010, 197 GW have been installed altogether (WWEA
2011). In contrast to alternative renewable energy technologies, wind power is already
competitive with fossil fuel-fired electricity generation if onshore sites with high wind
speeds are regarded (Arvizu et al. 2011; EWEA 2009; Herbert et al. 2007). Moreover,
an estimate of life-cycle impacts on air, water and land by OECD and IEA (2010a)
yielded exclusively positive findings for wind power. Power generation impacts on
air and water were also judged positive, only power generation impacts on land were
categorised “variable/uncertain”. Out of the nine electricity production technologies
analysed, wind power also turned out to emit the least amount of CO2. Similar
results have been obtained for example by Jacobson (2009) and EC (2003).
However, those studies usually do not include co-impacts from plant construction or
manufacturing.1 The fact that wind turbine construction employs input materials
whose availability is assessed to be critical (USDE 2010), combined with the soaring
deployment of wind power plants, points to a potential problem that has received
little attention in literature so far. Whereas the scarcity of natural resources utilised
as fossil fuels has been studied extensively, corresponding shortages of power plant
construction materials have widely been disregarded.
In order to shed light on the issue of natural resource scarcities affecting wind power
deployment, this thesis proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the
technical background of wind power, determining requirements of critical natural
resources. As rare earth elements are identified as the most critical input mate-
rial, a detailed market analysis follows in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 then extends the
time horizon to the future deployment of wind power plants and the resulting con-
sequences for rare earth demand. Chapter 5 presents two options for introducing
rare earth demand of wind power technologies into the global integrated assessment
model ReMIND-R. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis by summarising the main
findings and identifying scope for further research.
1The OECD and IEA (2010a) study explicitly excludes these effects. The other papers do not state
where exactly the limits of their analyses are.
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Literature offers many possibilities to classify wind power technologies, for example
with respect to their size (Hennicke et al. 2010), structural shape (Hau 2008), or
tower concepts (Neumann et al. 2002). Due to the space restrictions of a master’s
thesis, it has to be determined which differentiations to cover here. As the focus of
this work lies on natural resource restrictions, the categorisation has to be chosen
accordingly. Hence, in Section 2.1, several studies are reviewed in order to find out
which materials are required for the construction of wind power plants and which of
them may become critical in the foreseeable future.
Based on the results from Section 2.1, the subsequent section deals with different gen-
erator concepts, as it turns out that these contain the most critical natural resources,
namely rare earth elements.
The most obvious alternative, however, is to contrast onshore with offshore wind
power, which is done in Section 2.3. Material requirements are slightly different
among the two, justifying a deeper look at the topic.
2.1 Requirements of critical natural resources
For assessing the criticality of natural resources for wind power plants, the analysis
proceeds in three steps. In the first step, the term “criticality” is defined. Secondly,
material requirements for wind power plants are listed. Finally, in the third step,
studies are cited that identify critical materials among them, so a conclusion can be
drawn concerning what natural resources have to be focused on in the following.
Regarding the definition of “criticality”, there is a widespread consensus in literature
(see for example EC (2010); Fischedick (2010); USDE (2010)) that the materials
under consideration must have the following properties:
 high economic importance
 supply or environmental risk
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When considering these two aspects, it makes sense to provide a market analysis of
critical materials, covering both demand (i.e. the first point) and supply (to represent
the second point), which is done in Chapter 3. Demand-side aspects can further
be subdivided into relevance of the natural resource for certain technologies and
impracticality of substitution, whereas at the supply side, insufficient stocks, low
recycling rates, or high dependencies on single extracting countries contribute to
criticality (EC 2010; Fischedick 2010). Additional threats may arise if those extracting
countries lack political and/or economic stability (EC 2008).
There are only a few studies listing material requirements of wind power plants in
detail; they can primarily be found in the life cycle analysis literature. Among them,
the most extensive ones are Jacobson and Delucchi (2011), Ardente et al. (2008),
Mart´ınez et al. (2009), Schleisner (2000), Kleijn and Voet (2010) and Weinzettel et
al. (2009). Although all of these studies with the exception of Jacobson and Delucchi
(2011) provide tangible data of material usage, it has to be kept in mind that these
are only exemplified for specific types of wind turbines. Ardente et al. (2008) refer
to a windfarm located in Italy, consisting of turbines with a power of 660 kW each.
Mart´ınez et al. (2009) derive their analysis from a 2 MW power plant within a Spanish
wind farm. Schleisner (2000) presents results for an onshore and an offshore wind
farm in Denmark.1 Kleijn and Voet (2010) list the material use of an 800 kW onshore
and a 2 MW offshore turbine. Weinzettel et al. (2009) investigate a 5 MW offshore
floating wind power plant by a Norwegian company.
To present the data in a comparable way, Table 2.1 gives an overview of material
intensities normalised per kW of turbine capacity. Out of the materials represented in
the list, apart from oil (BMWi 2010; Tietenberg 2006) only magnetic materials appear
to be critical (Jacobson and Delucchi 2011). Since there is already a broad range of
literature on the oil market, peak oil and related scarcities (see for example Chapter
3 in OECD and IEA (2010b)), the focus of this work is on magnetic materials.
Although not all references listed in Table 2.1 provide information about magnetic
materials, Jacobson and Delucchi (2011) mention that roughly 0.2 kg of neodymium
are used per kW of a wind turbine’s capacity.2 Kleijn and Voet (2010) give a number
of similar magnitude. When considering additional sources that do not provide a
complete register of materials and are therefore not included in the table, it seems
that data on the amount of rare earths in wind turbines vary, ranging from 0.2 to
1Please note that the original data given in Schleisner (2000) apply to the wind farms as a whole
and therefore have to be divided by the respective number of 500 kW turbines, i.e. 18 for the
onshore and 10 for the offshore farm, in order to obtain data for a single power plant and derive
material requirements per kW, as indicated in the table.
2They actually relate this amount to kWh instead of kW, which does not make sense from a
technical point of view. Moreover, on the website they refer to, the unit is also kg/kW (Hatch
2009).
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3.3 kg of neodymium content per kW of rated capacity (Goonan 2011; Walters and
Lusty 2010). All in all, publicly available information on these data is quite sparse,
so the estimates given have to be sufficient for the compilation of scenarios following
in Chapter 4.
A review of other studies confirms the critical role magnetic materials play for wind
turbines. For example, the USDE (2010) identifies praseodymium, neodymium,
samarium and dysprosium to be employed in permanent magnets of wind power
plants, but at the same time to come with availability restrictions. The report on
“Critical raw materials for the EU” also concludes that rare earths, which the four
previously mentioned materials belong to, are part of the most vulnerable group of
natural resources for the EU (EC 2010).
Altogether, permanent magnets turn out to be the most critical part of a wind tur-
bine. Since they are used for building the generator (Goonan 2011), the following
section takes a closer look at this component.
2.2 Main generator types
This section provides a short overview of the technological background, but is re-
stricted to the relevant aspects for understanding the economics in the subsequent
chapters.
Figure 2.1 shows the constructive composition of a wind turbine. The component to
concentrate on is the generator, situated in the back of the turbine. Its purpose is
to convert mechanical energy, derived from the rotation of the blades, to electrical
power (Herbert et al. 2007).
There are different types of generators used in wind power plants. Figure 2.2 shows
the dimensions among which they can be distinguished.3 First, the analysis is re-
stricted to grid-connected wind power plants, i.e. those feeding power into the grid.
A possible alternative are small-scale turbines for self-provision with electricity on
the end user level. Those latter applications are not considered here. In the next
step, the distinction is made according to the way the turbine is driven. This is
generally possible via aerodynamic drag or aerodynamic lift. However, today’s wind
power plants work with the aerodynamic lift technology as the drag principle yields
a much lower efficiency (Ackermann and So¨der 2002; Hennicke et al. 2010).
3For a more detailed technical explanation of the figure, see for example Ackermann and So¨der
(2002) and Bade et al. (2010).
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Figure 2.1: Parts of a wind turbine. Source: Ancona and McVeigh (2001).
On the subsequent level, wind turbines are distinguished into horizontal-axis and
vertical-axis types. This classification refers to the position of the spin axis (WWEA
2006). Due to several disadvantages of vertical-axis turbines, they were only produced
until the end of the 1980s and afterwards mostly replaced by horizontal-axis wind
power plants (Ackermann and So¨der 2002). The schematic wind turbine in Figure 2.1
belongs to the aerodynamic lift, horizontal axis type that is most common today.
Power control determines what kind of generator can be applied. It is necessary
because wind turbines are designed to work most efficiently at a certain wind speed
or range of wind speeds and have to be limited if the wind blows faster, so effi-
ciency losses or, at even higher wind speeds, material damages can be avoided. The
first option for power control is stall regulation, implying that the rotor blades are
shaped such that at high wind speeds, turbulence causes the rotor to turn slower
than it would otherwise do. Stall regulation requires constant rotational speed inde-
pendent of the actual wind speed and therefore can only be used together with an
asynchronous generator. The second possibility for power control is pitch regulation,
allowing the blades to turn around their longitudinal axis and influencing the power
output by moving into or out of the wind. A third concept combines stall and pitch
regulation and is called active stall regulation. In this case, the blades can be pitched,
which is useful at low wind speeds to increase energy yield, whereas at high wind
speeds they are pitched into the opposite direction where the stall effect, produced by
the special shape used in stall concepts, decelerates the rotor (Ackermann and So¨der
6
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Grid-connected wind power plants
Aerodynamic drag Aerodynamic lift
Horizontal axis Vertical axis
Constant rotational speed Variable rotational speed
Asynchronous generator:
Danish concept
Synchronous
generator
Doubly-fed
asynchronous
generator
With gearbox Without gearbox
Separately
excited
Permanently
excited
Separately
excited
Permanently
excited
Figure 2.2: Categorisation of wind power plants. Source: compiled by the author,
according to Ackermann and So¨der (2002) and Bade et al. (2010).
2002). Active stall control is primarily used for wind turbines in the megawatt classes
and allows for a more accurate power regulation than pitch control (WWEA 2006).
The pitch and active stall principles are usually combined with variable-speed gen-
erators, i.e. synchronous or doubly-fed asynchronous generators4 (Lea˜o et al. 2007).
In general, grid-connected wind power plants are operated with either synchronous
or asynchronous generators - out of which the doubly-fed asynchronous generator
is only a special case - because these are the most robust and reliable types (Heier
2009).
Historically, stall regulated wind turbines with a directly grid-connected asynchronous
generator were the first modern types, called “Danish concept” (Bade et al. 2010).
They dominated the market until the mid-1990s (WWEA 2006). Main advantages
4There is a third option to use an asynchronous generator with dynamic slip control, but this
concept is rarely applied in practice and therefore neglected by the majority of the literature.
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were their simple design and robustness, guaranteeing operational reliability and low
cost in serial production (Heier 2009). However, the optimal efficiency factor of a Dan-
ish concept turbine could only be obtained at a certain wind speed. To overcome this
problem, some power plants were built with two generators that were constructed
for different wind speeds to increase energy yield: depending on the actual wind
speed, the generator that achieved the highest energy yield was turned on (Acker-
mann and So¨der 2002; BWE 2011). That way, a capacity utilisation of about 35%
could be achieved at maximum (NYSERDA 2005). A further drawback of the Danish
concept was its sensitivity to storms or gusts; especially the blades and drive train
were strained in strong winds. Moreover, the use of asynchronous generators and
direct feed-in cause idle power, i.e. efficiency losses, and are not consistent any more
with current grid standards in Europe (BWE 2011). Finally, the Danish concept is
not applicable to wind turbines on the multi-megawatt scale (Ackermann and So¨der
2002). Therefore, it has now been replaced by technologies with variable rotational
speed.
The first generators to work with variable rotational speed, available from 1993 on,
were synchronous. Only this kind of generator makes the gearbox5 optional, i.e.
enables so-called direct-drive wind turbines. The best known manufacturer in this
segment is Enercon. Although synchronous generators are significantly more complex
than traditional asynchronous ones (Heier 2009)6 and are therefore more expensive
(Ackermann and So¨der 2002), they have considerable advantages: due to the vari-
able rotational speed, the maximum energy yield is no longer restricted to one or
two certain wind speeds, but can be maintained over a broad range of wind speeds
(Ackermann and So¨der 2002). Besides, synchronous generators are more efficient and
have no problems with grid compatibility (WWEA 2006). They are also silent and
robust because of few moving parts, and cooling is not necessary. Almost all syn-
chronous generators used in wind power plants are ring generators and benefit from
the omission of a gearbox (BWE 2011). As statistically most technical failures of
wind turbines in Denmark and Germany are caused by gearbox problems, this is a
major advantage (Herbert et al. 2007; Neumann et al. 2002).
Synchronous generators create a magnetic field that can either be separately or per-
manently excited. Separate excitation uses an electromagnet, predominantly made
of copper, whereas permanent excitation requires permanent magnets (BWE 2011;
Bade et al. 2010; Enercon 2010; WWEA 2006). Permanent magnets employed to-
day mostly consist of neodymium, iron, and boron (Nd-Fe-B magnets, according to
their symbols in the periodic table) (USDE 2010). Wind turbine manufacturers face
5The gearbox turns the slow rotor movement into a faster movement the generator can deal with
via gears of different sizes (Jacobson and Delucchi 2011).
6For example, in contrast to an asynchronous generator, a synchronous one needs a converter and
complicated control systems (BWE 2011; WWEA 2006).
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a trade-off when deciding for either separate or permanent excitation: permanently
excited generators, on the one hand, save about 25% weight, require no external
power source and have a very high efficiency of 96-98%;7 on the other hand, it is not
possible to influence voltage via an external current (as there is none) and the ma-
terials, especially neodymium, are very expensive. For separately excited generators,
the opposite is true (Bade et al. 2010; Hau 2008; Heier 2009).
In 1996, a third concept arose, namely the doubly-fed asynchronous generator that
also works with variable rotational speed. As a gearbox is essential for this type
of wind turbine, the generator can be smaller and lighter than a synchronous one
(BWE 2011; Bade et al. 2010). Again, like its traditional asynchronous counterpart,
the doubly-fed asynchronous generator is simple and robust. Synchronisation with
the grid frequency is only necessary for about 20-40% of nominal capacity, so the
converter can also be smaller.8 All in all, a doubly-fed asynchronous generator is
available at low cost and is therefore used most often today, particularly in high
power wind turbines (BWE 2011; WWEA 2006).
With respect to overall wind turbine efficiency as a function of generator type, the
capacity factor is the measure to refer to. It states what fraction of its rated capacity
a power plant will actually deliver during one year and depends on the particular
characteristics of its location (EWEA 2009). For the aerodynamic lift concept, the
theoretical upper limit that can be achieved in the case of an idealised turbine under-
lying no losses is defined by the Lanchester-Betz limit. According to this figure, the
maximum power output accounts for 1627 = 59.3% of rated capacity (Hennicke et al.
2010; Musgrove 2010; Wiser et al. 2011).
Figure 2.3 illustrates the capacity factor gains of wind turbines driven by permanent
magnet generators relative to a doubly-fed asynchronous model. Kurronen et al.
(2010) compare a doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG), a high-speed permanent
magnet generator (PMG-HS), a medium-speed permanent magnet generator (PMG-
MS), and a low-speed, direct-drive permanent magnet generator (PMG-DD). The
authors assess their relative performance at locations with different wind speeds and
highlight the optimal generator type for each site. As the figure shows, permanent
magnet generators are superior at all sites, but yield advantages especially at low
wind speeds.
Regarding costs, Heier (2009) states that cost per kilowatt generally decreases with
increasing capacity, both for synchronous and asynchronous machines. However, cost
7As opposed to a maximum efficiency degree of 94% for separately excited synchronous generators,
95.5-96.5% for asynchronous generators, and 94-95.5% for doubly-fed asynchronous generators
(Hau 2008). Note that those data apply to the efficiency of the generator alone and must not be
confused with overall wind turbine capacity factors, as described below.
8A synchronous generator requires synchronisation of total nominal capacity.
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Figure 2.3: Capacity factor gains of wind turbines driven by permanent magnet gen-
erators relative to doubly-fed asynchronous models. Source: Kurronen
et al. (2010). The abbreviations stand for the different generator types:
DFIG - doubly-fed induction generator, PMG - permanent magnet gen-
erator, HS - high speed, MS - medium speed, DD - direct drive.
differences between the two generator types emerge when considering a certain fixed
capacity: for low capacities in the range of a few kilowatt, asynchronous machines
have a clear advantage due to their simple design and serial production, but for higher
capacities, both concepts reveal similar cost structures. One has to be careful, though,
when interpreting these results because Heier (2009) neither declares if he refers to
the traditional asynchronous generator or includes the doubly-fed asynchronous gen-
erator in his analysis, nor does he specify if he accounts for separately or permanently
excited synchronous generators. As mentioned earlier, there are substantial differ-
ences in the cost structures depending on those dimensions. More specific data for
different kinds of wind turbines are not available owing to non-disclosure on the part
of manufacturers. There is merely an extensive model that has been created by
Fingersh et al. (2006), providing formulae for the cost calculation of wind turbine
components for different generator types, depending on machine rating and rotor
diameter.
The incidence of rare earth elements in wind power plants, i.e. the importance of
permanently excited synchronous generators, will be covered after accounting for dif-
ferences between onshore and offshore wind turbines as they also determine material
requirements.
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2.3 Particularities of offshore turbines
Whereas onshore wind power refers to turbines situated on land, offshore is defined
as wind power at the sea. Some authors distinguish between actual offshore - where
the wind power plants have to stand at least 30 km from the coast - and so-called
nearshore applications closer to the coast (Heier 2009; Neumann et al. 2002). As
onshore potentials for wind power in Europe are largely exploited already, offshore
wind power can contribute to continued growth of the market (Bilgili et al. 2011;
Ender 2011; Tryfonidou and Wagner n.d.). This is particularly important from the
perspective of climate change mitigation, where the further expansion of wind power
plays an important role (Wiser et al. 2011).
Moving from onshore to offshore applications yields several advantages. To name
only the most important aspects, wind speeds at the sea are usually higher than on
land, there is less turbulence and huge areas are available, so the overall potential
of electricity production is higher than onshore. Furthermore, there are no problems
associated with resistance by residents or real estate owners (Ackermann and So¨der
2002; Bade et al. 2010; Bilgili et al. 2011; WWEA 2006).
Nevertheless, the offshore environment poses certain challenges to the construction of
wind turbines due to waves, tide, ice, a varying water line, soil properties, air humidity
and salinity, stronger winds and restricted accessibility. An additional challenge arises
especially for Germany because in contrast to other European coastal regions, water
depths increase very quickly with increasing distance from the shore, making the
positioning of wind power plants even more difficult. Another aspect to consider is
grid integration; a solution has to be found for transporting the electricity to the
coast with a minimum of efficiency losses and maintenance effort (Bade et al. 2010;
Bilgili et al. 2011; Heier 2009; Neumann et al. 2002; Rehfeldt et al. 2001).
All those conditions have to be accounted for when designing an offshore turbine. In
general, there are two possible ways to construct an offshore wind power plant: man-
ufacturers can either rely on robust, well-proven onshore turbines and adjust them for
marine requirements (an example is REpower 5M), or they can design new concepts
specifically for offshore purposes (e.g. Multibrid M5000). In practice, the first way is
the most frequent procedure (Bade et al. 2010). In both cases, however, technological
features of offshore power plants differ only slightly from those of onshore turbines.
The most important modifications concern a solid supporting structure, i.e. tower
and foundation,9 and protection of electric components from moisture (Ackermann
9An overview of special tower concepts can be found in Arvizu et al. (2011) and Neumann et al.
(2002). Future development is widely expected to make greater water depths accessible, which
could be implemented via floating platforms that are not fixed at the sea floor with a monopile con-
struction, as is most common today, but rather behave like a buoy (Bilgili et al. 2011; Weinzettel
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and So¨der 2002; Bade et al. 2010; Bilgili et al. 2011; Neumann et al. 2002). A direct
comparison of an onshore and offshore turbine’s material requirements can be found
in Schleisner (2000) and Kleijn and Voet (2010) (see summary in Table 2.1). It shows
that an offshore wind power plant differs from an onshore turbine of the same capac-
ity predominantly in the use of bulk materials like concrete, gravel, iron and lead, but
also copper, thereby indicating the importance of tower and foundation adjustment
to a larger scale. The high amount of copper may be due to long submarine cables.
These offshore modifications do not affect critical material requirements as onshore
and offshore turbines use the same generator types and will continue to do so in the
near term (Angerer et al. 2009). However, the use of low-maintenance components is
particularly important for offshore applications as at some sites accessibility is limited
to 120 days per year (Neumann et al. 2002). Therefore, gearless generator concepts
with permanent magnets are especially attractive because of their robustness and
high efficiency (cf. the use of permanent magnet materials assumed exclusively for
offshore wind power by Kleijn and Voet (2010)). It can be estimated that with the
continuous development of offshore wind power those generator concepts become in-
creasingly widespread (Akhmatov et al. 2003; Lea˜o et al. 2007). Out of the eight
offshore turbine types currently employed, two already rely on permanently excited
synchronous generators and one model is gearless (Dena 2011).
With respect to the economics of wind power, the main offshore-specific cost drivers
include:
 foundations
 grid integration, i.e. transformer stations and sea transmission cables
 installation and maintenance efforts
Since with growing distance from the shore water depths increase and weather con-
ditions become more and more rough, costs rise as well. However, they are always
site-specific due to the particularities of certain coastal areas. To name a German
example, in the North Sea waves are usually higher than in the Baltic Sea, but float-
ing ice is more common in the Baltic Sea. On the other hand, placing wind power
plants at locations further from the shore also yields advantages because wind speeds
increase (Bilgili et al. 2011; Eerens and Uslu 2009; Neumann et al. 2002).
In general, costs of offshore wind power plants are estimated to account for 150 to
300% of onshore costs (Bilgili et al. 2011; EWEA 2009; Eerens and Uslu 2009; Wiser
et al. 2011). Yet, efficiency is also higher, partly compensating for the additional cost:
whereas the capacity factor of a typical onshore turbine is approximately 25%, it is
in the range of 30 to 40% for offshore applications (Bade et al. 2010; Weinzettel et al.
et al. 2009; Wiser et al. 2011).
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2009). The most adequate measure for a comparison of onshore and offshore costs
is the levelised cost of electricity (LCOE), expressed in monetary units per unit of
energy (Wiser et al. 2011). It takes the following factors into consideration (Arvizu
et al. 2011; EWEA 2009):
 annual energy production
 investment costs
 operation and maintenance costs
 financing costs
 economic lifetime of the power plant
 discount rate
The LCOE incorporates “all private costs that accrue upstream in the value chain of
electricity production” except for transmission and distribution costs (Bruckner et al.
2011).10 Table 2.2 lists the individual LCOE components and the resulting overall
costs for onshore and offshore wind power as given by Bruckner et al. (2011). Their
range of results is confirmed by REN21 (2010) who calculate typical onshore costs
between $0.05/kWh and $0.09/kWh; offshore cost estimates are between $0.10/kWh
and $0.14/kWh.
Onshore Offshore
Capacity factor (%)a 20-40 35-45
Investment cost ($2005/kW) 1,200-2,100 3,200-5,000
Operation and maintenance cost ($2005/kWh) 0.012-0.023 0.020-0.040
Power plant lifetime (years) 20 20
Discount rate (%) 3-10 3-10
LCOE ($2005/kWh) 0.05-0.15 0.10-0.20
Table 2.2: LCOE of onshore and offshore wind power plants. Source: Bruckner et al.
(2011).
aAs a measure of energy production.
At good sites, onshore wind power is already competitive with fossil power generation
even if external costs are not taken into consideration. Offshore wind power is still
10Although output subsidies and tax exemptions are eliminated from LCOE calculations, it is still
possible that indirect benefits to the inputs of electricity generation cannot be completely excluded
(Bruckner et al. 2011).
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lagging behind and requires further innovation to become competitive (Arvizu et al.
2011; Bade et al. 2010).
As offshore costs exceed those of onshore power plants significantly, economic oper-
ation requires sufficiently large turbines to achieve economies of scale (Wiser et al.
2011) in terms of higher yields that compensate for the additional costs (Heier 2009;
Neumann et al. 2002; Tryfonidou and Wagner n.d.).11 Lea˜o et al. (2007) specify that
offshore turbines should have a capacity of at least 3 MW to ensure efficiency; Bade
et al. (2010) even mention 5 MW turbines as the minimum for cost-effective operation
because of a high share of fixed costs.
2.4 Recapitulation
Rare earths have been identified as the most vulnerable input material for wind
turbines. They are employed in the generator. Nowadays, two different concepts
are applied: doubly-fed asynchronous and synchronous generators. The latter can
further be subdivided according to their use of electromagnets or permanent magnets.
Only permanently excited synchronous generators require rare earths. Their major
advantages are high efficiency and robustness. However, production of wind power
plants driven by a permanent-magnet generator is more expensive, thus inducing a
trade-off from the perspective of manufacturers and clients.
With the increasing deployment of offshore wind turbines and their associated par-
ticularities like restricted access, it can be expected that permanently excited gen-
erators as a low-maintenance component will be used more frequently in the future.
Although gearless designs on both onshore and offshore markets totalled only about
10% of turbines produced in 2009, it is already perceptible that they are becoming
increasingly popular (REN21 2010). Out of the ten global market leaders in wind
turbine manufacturing, the majority already employs permanent magnet generators
or is investigating the technology (Kurronen et al. 2010).
11Large-scale offshore applications are justified because larger construction types of wind turbines
usually coincide with higher rated power (Hennicke et al. 2010).
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Having provided the main technical foundations of wind turbines in Chapter 2, we
subsequently proceed to analysing the particularities of the market for rare earth
elements (REEs) since they are among the most vulnerable materials.
First of all, the term “rare earth elements” has to be clarified. It is actually a mis-
leading name (Angerer et al. 2009) because the elements belonging to this group
are quite abundant in the earth’s crust; however, they generally occur in such small
concentrations that most deposits are not worth mining solely for their REE content
(Cordier 2011a,b; Haxel et al. 2002). Within ore deposits, REEs tend to occur as
compounds (Liedtke and Elsner 2009).
The REE group consists of 17 chemical elements that are characterised by simi-
lar properties (Walters and Lusty 2010). It comprises the 15 lanthanides as well as
scandium and yttrium. Table 3.1 gives an overview of the single elements together
with their atomic number and symbol in the periodic table of the elements (Cordier
2011a; Liedtke and Elsner 2009). Due to the REEs’ conjoint occurrence and similar
properties, the extraction of one special element is very difficult and capital-intensive
(Liedtke and Elsner 2009; London 2010; Walters and Lusty 2010).
Depending on the respective element, the crustal abundance of REEs ranges from 0.5
ppm to 60 ppm. Neodymium as the most important REE for permanent magnets
has an abundance of 28 ppm. Copper, by comparison, is ranked at 50 ppm (Cordier
2011a). As these data illustrate, the occurrence of single REEs may vary widely. A
rough classification can be made corresponding to the atomic numbers: as a rule of
thumb, REEs with even atomic numbers are more abundant than those with odd
atomic numbers (Haxel et al. 2002; Walters and Lusty 2010).
Moreover, light and heavy REEs can be distinguished, the former containing atomic
numbers 57 to 64 and the latter comprising atomic numbers 65 to 71 plus yttrium
(Cordier 2011a; Walters and Lusty 2010).1 Concerning these groups, it can be stated
that the concentration of light REEs is usually higher than that of heavy REEs
(Haxel et al. 2002; Liedtke and Elsner 2009; Walters and Lusty 2010). Accordingly,
the majority of REE deposits has an 80 to 99% content of just four elements, namely
lanthanum, cerium, praseodymium and neodymium (Haxel et al. 2002).
1Scandium is not included in this kind of classification (Cordier 2011a).
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Name of element Atomic number
and symbol
Name of element Atomic number
and symbol
lanthanum 57La dysprosium 66Dy
cerium 58Ce holmium 67Ho
praseodymium 59Pr erbium 68Er
neodymium 60Nd thulium 69Tm
promethiuma 61Pm ytterbium 70Yb
samarium 62Sm lutetium 71Lu
europium 63Eu scandium 21Sc
gadolinium 64Gd yttrium 39Y
terbium 65Tb
Table 3.1: List of rare earth elements. Source: compiled by the author, according to
data from Cordier (2011a) and Liedtke and Elsner (2009).
aUnstable element.
REEs can either be produced as rare earth oxides (REOs) or as rare earth metals
(REMs). REMs can further be subdivided into individual products, i.e. a pure metal
consisting of only one element, and metal compounds that are called mischmetal (An-
gerer et al. 2009) whereby mischmetal is a mixture of different REEs as it naturally
occurs (Papp et al. 2008). The only REEs produced as individual metals are lan-
thanum, cerium, neodymium and yttrium. Together they comprise about a quarter
of total production (Angerer et al. 2009).
In the following, a comprehensive market overview is presented to account for the
special forces on the REE market. From the confrontation of supply- and demand-
side influences, consequences for the price path are deduced. As it turns out that the
REE market is characterised by substantial imbalances, mitigation options to combat
this problem are evaluated.2 Finally, an outlook on the future market development is
given, leading over to Chapter 4 where different options for the future wind turbine
deployment are assessed.
2In contrast to its meaning in climate policy analyses conducted with economic models such as
ReMIND-R, mitigation in this context does not stand for an emission reduction target. The term
is rather used in a broader sense to describe possibilities for easing the problems that arise from
the market imbalance.
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3.1 The supply side
Since raw materials are unequally distributed across the earth, their supply is com-
monly subject to vulnerability. There are many potential disturbances: global com-
panies may arise trying to obtain market power, suppliers may delay deliveries, or
producing countries may be politically unstable, to name just a few examples. Addi-
tionally, due to the market’s global interconnections, policy measures taken by single
governments can hardly exert influence. This framework poses particularly big prob-
lems in the case of resources with limited substitutability (Angerer et al. 2009).
The market for REEs is highly vulnerable in this respect because currently 97% of
mine production originate from one country - China (Liedtke and Elsner 2009). This
fact results in a notable import dependency for most other countries. Predominantly
industrialised countries with a substantial share of high tech industries are affected,
e.g. the USA as well as many EU member states are 100% import-reliant (Angerer
et al. 2009; Cordier 2011b; EC 2008).
As the previously mentioned criticality of REEs is mainly caused by supply-side
problems (Behrendt et al. 2007), the market analysis starts with this issue.
3.1.1 Reserves and resources
For an assessment of available quantities of a certain material in the earth’s crust,
the measures of reserves and resources are central. Figure 3.1 illustrates how the
dimensions are interrelated. Reserves indicate the geologically registered amount
of a material that can be exploited both technically and economically under cur-
rently prevailing conditions (Behrendt et al. 2007; EC 2010). The resulting number
will therefore vary over time, depending on technology and price levels, so it must
not be misinterpreted as an indicator of absolute scarcity (Moriarty and Honnery
2011). Resources, on the other hand, encompass reserves plus additional identified
deposits where mining might become possible in the future, provided that techno-
logical progress and rising prices ensure economic efficiency (Behrendt et al. 2007;
EC 2010). As Rogner (1997) points out, there is a positive feedback effect between
prices, reserves and resources: as raw material prices rise, the extraction of previously
unprofitable resources becomes cost-effective, reclassifying them as reserves, while at
the same time the incentive to pursue exploration activities is enhanced, thereby fa-
cilitating technological progress. Theoretically, under the assumption of an infinitely
high price, the total resource could be exhausted (Tietenberg 2006). On an interme-
diate level between reserves and resources, the reserve base, comprising reserves, is
the share of resources complying with minimum standards to be exploited today or
in the near future (Behrendt et al. 2007; EC 2010). Finally, on the uppermost level,
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the resource base adds to the resources the amount of undiscovered resources, i.e.
it measures the overall abundance of a material in the earth’s crust (EC 2010) and
is therefore a geological rather than an economically determined dimension (Tieten-
berg 2006). Just like reserves, resources are a time-dependent measure since formerly
unknown deposits can be discovered (EC 2010), augmenting the resource stock and
diminishing the stock of undiscovered resources accordingly.3 It is also evident that
there are no data for the resource base as no one can determine with certainty the
amount of undiscovered resources.
Figure 3.1: Relation of reserves, reserve base, resources, and resource base. Source:
EC (2010).
Another frequently-cited measure is the reserves-to-production ratio, stating for how
many years today’s reserves will suffice to maintain the current level of demand
(Behrendt et al. 2007). Yet, this is not a reliable figure because it neglects any tech-
nological progress, including new recycling and substitution possibilities, as well as
changes in the price level that may occur over time (Behrendt et al. 2007; Wacker
and Blank 1999). The resources-to-production ratio is defined analagously (Angerer
et al. 2009).
Applying these measures to REEs, one has to bear in mind that they are a depletable
resource, which means that natural replenishment can be disregarded within a time
horizon relevant for humans. Dynamic efficiency therefore requires the maximisation
3As a recent example has proven, even the discovery of one single deposit can have a major influence
on the data (EC 2010): in 2011, additional REE sources of significant scale have been found on
the ground of the Pacific Ocean, near Hawaii and Tahiti. In a depth of 3,500 to 6,000 m, about
100 billion t have been identified. The area covers 11 million km2 and it is estimated that due to
the high REE concentration 1 km2 could satisfy 20% of current worldwide demand. However, it
has not been explored yet whether mining the deposit is technically feasible (Tagesschau 2011b).
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Measure Value Unit
Reserves 88,000,000 t REO
Reserve base 150,000,000 t REO
Reserves-to-production ratio 715 yr
Resources-to-production ratio 1,220 yr
Table 3.2: Reserve and resource data for REEs. Source: compiled by the author,
according to data from Angerer et al. (2009), Behrendt et al. (2007) and
Kurronen et al. (2010).
of the present value of net benefits gained from REEs, implying a balance of today’s
and tomorrow’s uses (Tietenberg 2006). As a foundation for the allocative decision,
Table 3.2 summarises the values of the defined categories for REEs.4 Data for single
elements are unfortunately not available (Angerer et al. 2009). It has to be noted that
statistical data are usually provided in REO equivalents, whereby the REE-to-REO
ratio is about 1:0.85, but both terms are usually treated as approximate equivalents
(Goonan 2011).
In the context of this thesis it is also relevant to identify the geographical distribution
of reserves. Table 3.3 presents the most recent available data. Although almost half
of the total reserves is currently concentrated in China, the remaining deposits are
widely dispersed (Walters and Lusty 2010). To account for the regional concentration
of reserves, the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) is a commonly used benchmark.
It is calculated as the sum of the squared shares of raw materials occurrence within
the corresponding countries, but can as well be applied to raw materials production
or market power of companies (Rosenau-Tornow et al. 2009). As the respective shares
are written as fractions, the HHI can cover a range between 0 and 1 with a larger
value indicating a smaller number of agents with correspondingly more market power
each (Tour et al. 2011). For the concentration of REO reserves, Angerer et al. (2009)
report a HHI of 0.23, i.e. a moderate value.
Although the reserve distribution gives useful insight into the mining potential, actual
mine production figures are more significant for evaluating the current situation on
the market. There is a wide consensus in literature that reserve- and resource-related
scarcities will not play a major role in the foreseeable future, but possible short-
ages may rather arise from production bottlenecks (see e.g. Behrendt et al. (2007),
4It should be noted that the aforementioned discovery of new REE deposits in the Pacific Ocean
does not affect reserves data as their exploitability is not given yet. However, the amount of
resources has increased, so the resources-to-production ratio is meanwhile probably higher than
stated here.
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Country Reserves (t REO)
China 55,000,000
CISa 19,000,000
USA 13,000,000
India 3,100,000
Australia 1,600,000
Brazil 48,000
Malaysia 30,000
Others 22,000,000
Totalb 113,778,000
Table 3.3: Geographical distribution of REE reserves. Source: compiled by the au-
thor, according to data from Cordier (2011b).
aCommonwealth of Independent States.
bTotal figure has been calculated by the author and does not comply with the reserve data from
Table 3.2 since the latter mainly relies on data from 2009 and 2010. However, as more recent
data for reserve base, reserves-to-production ratio and resources-to-production ratio were not
available, the older reserve figure has been kept in the previous table to assure consistency within
Table 3.2.
EC (2008), and Tietenberg (2006)). Table 3.4 illustrates the amount of REOs ex-
tracted by country. Owing to non-disclosure of data by some countries, the table
has to remain incomplete.5 Furthermore, figures are often estimated and may differ
depending on the source; in case of inconsistent data, the most recent figures were
selected or, if there were several sources dating from the same year, the one that
seemed to harmonise best with pre-existing data was chosen.
As Table 3.4 indicates, China plays the role of a quasi-monopolist on the REE mar-
ket, accounting for more than 95% of supply in any of the six recent years. The
implications of this phenomenon are discussed in detail in Section 3.1.2.
When considering a rather long-run perspective, between 1990 and 2006 global REO
mining expanded on average by 7% annually (Goonan 2011); from 1992 to 2008 total
world production increased by more than 100% with the maximum being reached in
2006 (Walters and Lusty 2010). To give an impression of the importance of single
REEs, Figure 3.2 shows their share of total REE production in 2010.6
5Data for CIS and the category “Others” were not available at all.
6The data illustrated here do not contradict the statement in the introductory section of Chapter
3 that lanthanum, cerium, neodymium and yttrium as individual metals together comprise a
quarter of total production; they are additionally produced as REOs or within mischmetal, and
Figure 3.2 accounts for overall production.
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Country 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
China 119,000 133,000 120,000 125,000 129,000 130,000
97.5% 97.1% 96.8% 97.6% 95.6% 97.0%
India 2,700 2,700 2,700 2,700 2,700 2,700
2.2% 1.9% 2.2% 2.1% 2.0% 2.0%
Russia n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 2,470 n.a.
1.8%
Brazil 527 527 645 550 550 550
0.4% 0.4% 0.5% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4%
Malaysia 150 430 380 233 350 350
0.1% 0.3% 0.3% 0.2% 0.3% 0.3%
Total 122,000 137,000 124,000 128,000 135,000 134,000
Table 3.4: Mine production by country. Source: compiled by the author, according
to data from Cordier (2011a), Cordier (2011b), USDE (2010) and Walters
and Lusty (2010). For each country the first row indicates the absolute
amount in t REO, the second row refers to the country’s share of the
known world production in the respective year. Since data for Russia are
only available for 2009, affecting total world production and the countries’
shares only in that year, intertemporal comparability is limited. Due to
rounding the shares may not add up to 100%.
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Figure 3.2: Estimated REE production by element in 2010. Source: compiled by the
author, according to data from USDE (2010).
As mentioned previously, REEs usually occur as compounds, which means that the
extraction of one particular element is not only determined by its own economics, but
also by those of its co-products. Secondly, REE compounds are itself by-products
of other minerals (EC 2010), so the same interdependence applies on a higher level
as well. Thirdly, it has already been shown that China possesses significant market
power, and fourthly, the extraction and processing of REEs causes external effects,
most notably environmental damage (Lohse 2011b). Hence, there are four particu-
larities to consider on the REE market. The subsequent section takes a closer look
at market failure arising from these circumstances.
3.1.2 Mining, processing, international trade, and market failure
Co-production. Current production levels are not sufficient to cope with increasing
demand for several REEs. Above all, neodymium, dysprosium, europium and terbium
are facing excess demand (Cordier 2011a).7 Whereas production increased by a factor
of 2.45 between 1990 and 2000, demand for neodymium and dysprosium as magnet
materials expanded by a factor of 9 to 10 in the same time period (Angerer et al.
2009) and has further accelerated since then (London 2010). Owing to their status
7Demand-side patterns are examined in Section 3.2.
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as co-products, i.e. the fact that multiple individual REEs occur as a bundle (USDE
2010; Walters and Lusty 2010), the price of a certain REE depends on the prices of
the elements it is combined with, the respective abundance of each material in the ore,
and separation and refining costs of the whole package. If REEs are to be extracted,
the main driver is often neodymium because of its use in a wide range of applications
(USDE 2010). Yet co-production implies that according to the composition of the ore
deposit, further REEs are “unintentionally” extracted, too. Thereby a situation of
excess supply is provoked on the markets of the other, less desired elements, causing
their prices to fall accordingly, which yields a feedback effect on the economics of
the originally desired product. All in all, about 25% of REEs extracted are in excess
supply (Angerer et al. 2009).
By-production. Similarly, the availability of by-products depends on the character-
istics of the main product. By-products are typically characterised by a low price
elasticity of supply because production is primarily targeted at the main product
and thus reacts basically to incentives on the main product’s market (EC 2008).
However, the role of by-products must not be underestimated either: apart from the
market conditions of the primary product, prices, ore grade and recovery rates of by-
products also influence their extraction, though possibly to a moderate extent (Papp
et al. 2008). By-products can, on the one hand, provide supplementary revenue for
the producer, but on the other hand they induce higher production costs (EC 2010).
REEs appear as by-products of four main minerals: bastna¨site, monazite, xenotime,
and ion absorption clays (Angerer et al. 2009; USDE 2010). An isolated examina-
tion of individual REEs independent from their co- and by-products is therefore not
possible.
Chinese quasi-monopoly. On the markets for raw materials, concentration both on
country and company level is widely spread (EC 2008). Concerning global REO pro-
duction from a historical perspective (see also Figure 3.3), a trend toward dominating
exporters can already be observed from the mid-1960s on, when the Mountain Pass
mine in California started operations. The USA quickly became the primary producer
of REOs until in the mid-1980s China entered the world market, gradually crowding
out competitors by means of its extraordinarily low production costs that were fea-
sible due to low labour and energy costs as well as minor legal standards regarding
environmental protection and mining permission (Aston 2010; Cordier 2011a; Haxel
et al. 2002). Finally, since the beginning of the 1990s, China has been dominating
the market to an increasing extent.
Today, China has gained a market share of 97% (Liedtke and Elsner 2009) and profits
from its abundant endowment with REE deposits, supporting the rapid deployment
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Figure 3.3: Historical development of global REO production. Source: Haxel et al.
(2002).
of electronics and other industries in Asia (Haxel et al. 2002). As domestic demand
for raw materials is substantial because of the prevalent extension of infrastructure
(Papp et al. 2008), China predominantly strives for self-sufficiency of raw materials
to ensure that its development can be maintained independent of imports (London
2010). Besides, China engages in REE mining projects abroad and encourages pro-
cessing of REEs within its own borders (Liedtke and Elsner 2009).
Whereas foreign investment in REE extraction is confined, it is facilitated in the
value-added manufacturing sector processing REEs (USDE 2010). REE processing
to the point of semi-fabrication is mainly carried out within China, whereas the pro-
duction of assemblies is internationally distributed (Goonan 2011). However, manu-
facturing of sintered neodymium-iron-boron (Nd-Fe-B) magnets is subject to intel-
lectual property rights and therefore exclusively conducted by ten licensed companies
in China, Japan and Germany (USDE 2010). Domestic demand for permanent mag-
nets in China has soared since 2008, while at the same time magnet exports dropped
(Cordier 2011a). Moreover, China takes over an increasing share of wind turbine pro-
duction: while in 2007 only 10% of the world’s wind turbines came from China, the
figure has steeply risen to 30% in 2009 (REN21 2010).
REE extraction in China is primarily undertaken in two mines, the largest share
being covered by Bayan Obo in Inner Mongolia; this deposit contains the majority of
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Chinese REE reserves (EC 2010; Haxel et al. 2002) and yielded more than 40% of total
worldwide production in 2007 (Liedtke and Elsner 2009). The second main deposit
is located in the tropical southern part of China, predominantly in the provinces
Longnan and Jiangxi where especially high concentrations of the less abundant heavy
REEs occur, making it a valuable source (Haxel et al. 2002; Liedtke and Elsner
2009). Furthermore, in the south of China several smaller and partly illegal mines
are operated, smuggling their output abroad (Milmo 2010; USDE 2010). In 2008
approximately one third of Chinese REE exports was smuggled (Walters and Lusty
2010). The government tries to subdue these activities and has already initiated
the closure of illegal mines and the merger of mine-operating companies under state
control (Hein 2010).
Owing to the high domestic demand for raw materials, China has imposed export
restrictions and charges an export tariff on REEs that ranges between 15 and 25%,
depending on the material under consideration (London 2010; USDE 2010). Ad-
ditionally, import tariffs on 600 construction materials and components are levied
(Tagesschau 2010b), thereby creating a competitive advantage for domestic interme-
diate products.
Another kind of export restriction arises from the export quotas assigned by the
government. In the past, they have steadily been reduced (Milmo 2010) and are
supposed to be cut by another 2 to 3% every year since China expressed plans to
pay more attention to resource protection and establish a strategic domestic REE
stockpile (Tagesschau 2010a; USDE 2010). Between 2003 and 2009, REE exports
already dropped by 40%; whereas originally 75% of REE production were available
for export, the fraction meanwhile has declined to about 25% (Milmo 2010), reaching
30,258 t REO in 2010 (USDE 2010).8
The various kinds of export restrictions have already brought the World Trade Or-
ganization (WTO) to the scene. The distortion of competition by China has sharply
been criticised because both the higher raw materials prices on the world market
and the impact of artificial shortages on downstream industries imply a subsidisa-
tion of Chinese companies that are of course not subject to the export constraints.
This violates WTO directives as well as certain commitments China had to agree to
upon its WTO accession (EC 2010). There are also initiatives on the part of individ-
ual governments to negotiate higher export quotas with the Chinese administration
(Tagesschau 2011a).
From the perspective of importers, the security of supply of Chinese REEs depends
on its political and economic stability and its willingness to cooperate with other
8The quota for 2011 is still under discussion.
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countries (Haxel et al. 2002). The EC (2010) suggests to use the Worldbank World-
wide Governance Indicator as a reference point to judge these patterns. The most
recent data for the category “political stability” are from 2010 and rank China 8th
among the 10 largest economies in the world as defined by GDP. When considering
all countries, China appears in the 10th to 25th percentile9 in 2010, the worst rating
since 1996 (The World Bank Group 2011a,b). A recent example for China’s arbitrary
behaviour on the raw materials markets can be seen in its relation to Japan: after
China had already drastically cut RE metal shipments to Japan in 2008 (Cordier
2011a), political controversies between both countries in 2010 resulted in a complete
blockade of RE minerals exports lasting three weeks (Aston 2010).
In addition to market power on the country level, a concentration is also observable
at the company level, whereby the two aspects are closely interrelated. Chinese
REE companies represent a market share of 97% (Liedtke and Elsner 2009) and are
de facto treated like state corporations. Besides the negative implication of market
control, this combination also results in financial solidity, which is essential for firms
operating on the volatile REE market (EC 2010). The largest share of REE exports is
covered by Inner Mongolia Baotou Steel Rare Earth International Trade Company,
the central institution to coordinate purchase and marketing of REOs and metals
from the Baotou region (Cordier 2011a). Several other national corporations exist in
China, though their individual market power is rather limited with the exception of
Ganzhou Rare Earths Co. (Liedtke and Elsner 2009). The remaining 3% of supply
on the global REE market are shared among Indian state corporations with about
2%, a Brazilian firm with less than 1% and some small Western enterprises (Liedtke
and Elsner 2009; London 2010).
In order to circumvent Chinese export quotas and reduce the import dependency of
REE-processing industries, importing countries pursuit several strategies. One option
is to invest in foreign mining projects, thereby securing raw materials supply; another
possibility is the build-up of national inventories for critical resources (Behrendt et al.
2007). Furthermore, many binational long-term delivery contracts exist (EC 2008).10
An ultimate alternative would be to move REE-dependent companies to China, so
they are not subject to export restrictions any more, which is up to now only a
theoretical consideration (Hein 2010; Walters and Lusty 2010). Additionally, REE
importers strive for higher material efficiency along the whole product life cycle as
well as the development of economic recycling technologies on a large scale (Angerer
et al. 2009; EC 2008, 2010); selected mitigation potentials are analysed in more detail
in Section 3.4.
9The higher the assigned percentile, the better political stability in a country is judged.
10For an overview of national strategies implemented in individual countries, see USDE (2010).
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Negative externalities. On top of the market failure associated with the aforemen-
tioned particularities - co-production, by-production, and quasi-monopolistic market
power - the REE industry is characterised by another drawback, namely external ef-
fects in the form of environmental burden. Resource exhaustion often raises a conflict
with sustainability (Angerer et al. 2009), but as there are very few suppliers on the
international REE market, thus having the chance to act strategically, the problem
is reinforced: a global policy for sustainable mining and trading is hardly enforceable
(Behrendt et al. 2007).
Environmental damage is caused by the REE sector along two stages of the supply
chain, extraction and processing. Starting at the point of mining, radioactivity is
released when REEs are extracted from monazite. Monazite contains thorium as a
further by-product, which is only weakly radioactive itself, but occurs in compound
with highly radioactive intermediate daughter products. Therefore monazite deposits
have largely ceased to be exploited (Haxel et al. 2002).
Moreover, the extraction, separation and refinement of REEs require the use of chem-
icals that leave behind toxic sludge. The waste products often end up in the ground
water, causing pollution of the environment, disease and poisoning of the local pop-
ulation, and contamination of farmland (Lohse 2011b; Walters and Lusty 2010).
Finally, REE production is very energy-intensive. However, the majority of energy in
China originates from coal-fired power plants (Walters and Lusty 2010), so the whole
process contributes to air pollution and the greenhouse effect.
Regarding the environmental performance of countries, there is a similar index like
the Worldbank Worldwide Governance Indicator. The Yale Center for Environmental
Law and Policy at Yale University regularly publishes the Environmental Performance
Index (EC 2010). It provides a measure for the proximity of countries to environmen-
tal policy goals from the areas of environmental public health and ecosystem vitality.
The most recent results date from 2010, ranking China 121st out of 163 countries, or
in the 4th out of 5 groups. Since the previous assessment in 2008 it has even been
downgraded, indicating a degradation of environmental performance over time (Yale
University and Columbia University 2011). Yet, in March 2011 China released new
environmental standards that have been in force since October 2011 and set emission
limits for 15 pollutants, affecting 60% of Chinese REE-producing companies (Lohse
2011b).
It should also be noted that REEs not only harm the environment, but are increas-
ingly used to enable energy-efficient and emission-reducing technologies (Walters and
Lusty 2010).11 Hence the overall effect has to be considered, although it is difficult to
offset both aspects and calculate the net impact. To the knowledge of the author this
11See Section 3.2.2.
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has not been done yet. There are however consistent claims in the life cycle literature
on wind turbines (that in some cases employ RE permanent magnets) confirming the
superior role of wind power among different electricity-producing technologies with
regard to criteria such as environmental footprint, sustainability issues and external
cost (Arvizu et al. 2011; EC 2003; Jacobson 2009; Weinzettel et al. 2009).12
When the consequences of raw materials extraction and processing are assessed in
literature, the analysis is mostly restricted to the associated negative externalities
and ignores the following supply chain integration, which may be justified by the fact
that subsequent positive effects often do not benefit the same people whose utility
has decreased due to negative external effects from production. There the question
arises how to define the society whose welfare is to be maximised: in case the world
population is considered as a whole, the net effect may either be positive or negative,
but if the population of a mining region is regarded individually, the welfare effect
might well be detrimental.
Based on the assumption that the true social cost of raw materials exceeds their mar-
ket price, owing to environmental burden and unconditional dependency of certain
industries, economic theory offers a solution for correcting market failure. Tieten-
berg (2006) proposes to impose an import tariff on the materials under consideration
and use the revenue to finance a national stockpile. That way, on the one hand
the importing country can ensure continuous supply,13 on the other hand research
efforts for substitutes and probably also domestic production of raw materials are
facilitated. Eventually, this strategy also conforms to the polluter-pays principle as
the tariff is borne by those who demand the critical materials or their derivatives.14
Yet in practice it is difficult to calculate the optimum tariff rate since pollution is
not the only externality on the REE market. The existence of market power can to a
certain degree countervail environmental degradation (Tietenberg 2006) because due
to the quasi-monopoly, REE production would be inefficiently low in the absence of
further kinds of market failure, but the negative externality implies that the quantity
resulting from perfect competition would be inefficiently high. Thus an import tariff
has to be adjusted to the net effect.
12The methodology of those assessments is often not made transparent, so it cannot be guaranteed
that all of the studies include raw materials extraction impacts and account for the fact that some
wind turbines contain REEs and others do not. As mentioned previously, the detailed analysis
of environmental impacts of REEs still constitutes a gap in literature.
13USDE (2010) notes that the build-up of a state inventory is associated with two major disad-
vantages: first, the government in reality does not have perfect foresight and therefore cannot
determine the optimal extent of the stockpile; second, state demand for the inventory competes
with private demand on the market, so it is possible that excess demand is exacerbated in the
short run.
14A shifting of the tariff burden to the producers is highly improbable in the case of a quasi-monopoly.
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3.2 The demand side
Following the analysis of supply-side attributes of the REE market, the demand side
is now investigated. Before identifying the most important applications of REEs in
the industry, the fundamental forces driving demand are considered.
3.2.1 Determinants of demand
There is widespread consensus in literature that demand for raw materials is de-
termined by two forces: economic growth and technological progress. Global GDP
recently grew by about 3.8% per year, mainly driven by the strong expansion of
emerging markets like China. Economic growth is predominantly responsible for de-
mand on the commodities market - i.e. the market for materials that are extracted
in large amounts and are employed in a broad range of applications. The role of
technological development is prevailing on markets of specialties whose worldwide
annual production does not exceed several 1,000 t. REEs can be attributed to the
second group (Angerer et al. 2009; EC 2010; Goonan 2011).
As a consequence, demand for REEs rose sharply during the last decades because
many newly developed technologies rely on them. Especially during the last 10 years
demand has tripled (Milmo 2010). Up to 2007, supply still exceeded demand. Yet in
2008, the REO consumption level of 129,000 t (Goonan 2011) could not be covered
by current production any more (see Table 3.4), so existing stocks had to be resorted
to.
Although REEs are necessary inputs to many technical applications, from the per-
spective of the individual producer they usually comprise only a tiny share of total
material requirements. Hence, in overall cost calculations of assembling industries
they represent a correspondingly small part, so it can be assumed that price elas-
ticity of demand for REEs is relatively small (USDE 2010). The implications of this
assumption will be discussed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.
In order to determine whether market power also exists on the demand side, Figure
3.4 lists the main importing countries of REE products in 2008.15 It can be seen
that demand is more widely dispersed internationally than supply. Though there
are a few major importers, they do not represent a significant market share for
themselves, which becomes apparent when the data presented in the figure are related
to total demand as given above. Neither can an outstanding concentration at the
company level be noticed because of the wide range of different applications of REEs
in miscellaneous industries, as shown subsequently.
15The USA denotes an exception since data were only available for 2007.
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Figure 3.4: Demand for REE products by major importing countries. Source: com-
piled by the author, according to data from Walters and Lusty (2010).
3.2.2 Main applications of rare earth elements
Many industries compete for scarce raw materials (Angerer et al. 2009), and especially
the clean energy sectors contribute to a large share of REE demand and are expected
to grow even further in the future (USDE 2010). Table 3.5 gives an overview of
the most relevant components manufactured from REEs and some examples of their
applications.
In general, the industries reliant on REEs can be attributed to two groups: mature
sectors - like catalysts, glassmaking, lighting, and metallurgy - and emerging sectors
- including battery alloys, ceramics, and permanent magnets. Emerging markets still
account for slightly less than half of REE demand, but it is noticeable that the largest
share of consumption from these industries is driven by neodymium, praseodymium
and dysprosium: the three elements together represent 85% of total REE demand
from the emerging sectors (Goonan 2011).
Permanent magnets seem to be the most important individual component. They are
employed in highly efficient electric motors and generators that power hybrid vehi-
cles and e-vehicles, but are also used in renewable energy technologies such as wind
turbines, small hydropower stations, or tidal power plants. Further possible applica-
tions are magnetic levitation trains, waste sorting, medical imaging techniques, and
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several IT technologies. Currently wind turbines are the most significant single field
of permanent magnet application (Angerer et al. 2009; EC 2008; Goonan 2011; Hatch
2008).
Permanent magnets nowadays are predominantly manufactured from neodymium,
iron and boron (Nd-Fe-B) as this is the material yielding the strongest magnetic
power. Nd-Fe-B magnets have widely crowded out samarium-cobalt magnets (Sm-
Co) since the mid-1980s (Angerer et al. 2009). Sm-Co has been used since the 1970s
because of its high efficiency and temperature stability, but regarding material costs
it is not competitive with Nd-Fe-B (Kurronen et al. 2010; USDE 2010) as iron is
much more abundant and therefore cheaper than cobalt. Moreover, magnetic power
of Nd-Fe-B is up to 2.5 times higher (Walters and Lusty 2010) and remains stable for
decades unless sudden temperature increases or corrosion occur. Meanwhile, solutions
to overcome these vulnerabilities have been found: in humid environments, e.g. when
applying permanent magnet technology to offshore wind power plants, surface coating
of the magnets protects them from corrosion (Kurronen et al. 2010). For achieving
an improved heat resistance, neodymium can be partially substituted by dysprosium
(Cordier 2011b) or terbium (Kurronen et al. 2010) whereby 5 to 10% of neodymium
content are replaced with one of the other materials. However, both additives belong
to the REE group as well, with terbium being much scarcer and hence more expensive
than many other REEs, including dysprosium; therefore terbium is rarely used as a
permanent magnet supplement (London 2010; USDE 2010).
Another option is the use of didymium in magnets, a mixture of 75% neodymium and
25% praseodymium16 (Cordier 2011b; London 2010). The 3:1 ratio is consistent with
the natural abundance of the two elements and contributes to reduction of material
costs as well as corrosion prevention (USDE 2010). Gadolinium plays only a minor
role as a permanent magnet supplement (Goonan 2011).
Table 3.6 indicates that the permanent magnet sector demands large shares of to-
tal consumption of almost all of the REEs incorporated.17 Especially demand for
neodymium has risen sharply in recent years and has even outpaced supply (London
2010). Whereas permanent magnet production accounted for 55% of neodymium de-
mand in 2006 (Angerer et al. 2009), its proportion had already reached 80% in 2009,
out of which 10% were applied to wind turbines and hybrid vehicles (USDE 2010).
Measured by value, magnets even represent 38% of REE consumption (Walters and
16Praseodymium is generally employed as an additive or substitute in REE applications rather than
a primary material (USDE 2010).
17Samarium demand has been omitted as Sm-Co magnets are hardly produced any more. Note that
the table provides data with respect to permanent magnets, not to wind turbines that are one
of their possible applications. A similar, but more extensive overview of end uses for REEs by
amount of single REOs in all sectors can be found in Goonan (2011).
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Pr Nd Gd Tb Dy
70% 76% 69% 11% 100%
Table 3.6: Consumption of REEs in Nd-Fe-B permanent magnets as a share of to-
tal demand for the respective element. Source: compiled by the author,
according to data from Goonan (2011). Data refer to 2008.
Lusty 2010). In 2008, roughly 20% of total REO demand originated from the Nd-Fe-B
magnet industry (Goonan 2011).
Figure 3.5 illustrates the relative importance of major industries for REO demand.
In addition to the largest sectors named explicitly, the category “others” includes
potential future markets like laser technology (Angerer et al. 2009; London 2010),
hydrogen storage (Angerer et al. 2009), magnetic refrigeration (EC 2008; Haxel et al.
2002) and nanotechnology (EC 2008) that today only comprise a negligible share.
Altogether, the sectors dependent on REE inputs are estimated to cover approxi-
mately 5% of global GDP (Milmo 2010). Yet, since many applications rely on the
particular properties of certain single materials whose demand does not necessarily
coincide with their natural abundance, supply-demand imbalances are prevailing on
the REE market (Liedtke and Elsner 2009). The following section takes a closer look
at the resulting price trends.
3.3 Price trends
Economic theory predicts that non-renewable natural resources are characterised by
opportunity cost because once extracted and consumed, the resource is lost and
cannot be used for another purpose any more. Therefore, the price of exhaustible
resources reflects not only the marginal cost of extraction, but also has to cover op-
portunity cost. Hence, a smaller quantity is traded for a higher price than in the
case of renewable resources, as Figure 3.6 illustrates for the static case. Considering
a dynamic framework, the shadow price rises over time with the interest rate of the
economy, a relation that is commonly referred to as the Hotelling rule (Wacker and
Blank 1999). However, this theoretical setting only applies to perfectly competitive
markets where agents have perfect foresight. In the following, the theoretical con-
siderations are confronted with empirical data from the REE market to determine
whether those assumptions are fulfilled here.
As Behrendt et al. (2007) point out, raw materials prices in general are highly volatile
in the short and medium term. This may be due to supply-demand disequilibria that
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Figure 3.5: Share of REO consumption by major industries in 2008. Source: compiled
by the author, according to data from Goonan (2011), Liedtke and Elsner
(2009), London (2010) and Walters and Lusty (2010).
can either result in price fluctuations or quantitative shortages (USDE 2010). Several
studies have empirically investigated the determinants of price development over time
and come to the conclusion that production costs mark the lower limit (as predicted
by economic theory) that is usually exceeded by internal influences and by external
factors. Internal influences relate to effects on the raw material’s own market such as
changes in demand or supply patterns that yield imbalances, the occurrence of market
power, scarcities, and prevailing expectations. These parameters mainly affect price
development in the short run. External factors include geopolitical events, national
policies like environmental legislation, economic growth, inflation or deflation, and
natural disasters. The external determinants tend to induce rather long-term price
developments. Regarding co- or by-production, the markets for minor products are
usually more sensitive to shocks owing to close interrelationships with the major or
co-products (Papp et al. 2008; USDE 2010; Walters and Lusty 2010).
Historically, nominal price development underwent several significant highs and lows
that can be seen in Figure 3.7.18 Starting with REE extraction on a commercial scale
18As mentioned earlier, data are usually provided for REOs which also applies for price information.
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q
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q*q**
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p**
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p = p(q)
marginal cost
c(q)
opportunity
cost {
Figure 3.6: Pricing of a non-renewable resource. Source: Wacker and Blank (1999),
modified by the author. Notation: q - quantity, p - price, c - marginal
cost. Variables with an asterisk represent equilibrium values for renewable
resources, those with two asterisks stand for the market outcome of non-
renewable resources.
in the 1950s, prices fell after a peak in the mid-1950s until the early 1970s, mainly
driven by the opening of Mountain Pass mine that represented a sudden positive
supply shock. Subsequently, costs of production increased due to inflation and risen
energy costs, resulting in higher REO prices. Yet in the early 1980s prices stabilised
for a few years to rise again in 1985, induced by a decrease in demand that was
answered by an even greater decrease in supply. In the 1990s, China considerably
expanded its production (Walters and Lusty 2010) (see also Figure 3.3), thereby
causing excess supply which led to lower price levels that are even estimated to
be consistent with short-term marginal cost (USDE 2010). By the year 2000, the
Nd-Fe-B magnet industry had acquired a significant impact, particularly driving
demand for neodymium and dysprosium; when China - that had meanwhile become
the major player on the market - reacted by expanding REE production, excess
supply of other REEs that occurred as co-products was the consequence. In order
to counteract price reductions, China restricted supply again, but did not succeed
in guaranteeing high prices as at the same time REE demand from the IT sectors
REM prices closely follow the respective REO prices (USDE 2010).
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dropped, so supply still exceeded demand (Walters and Lusty 2010). Prices reached
a trough in 2006, but since then have continuously increased until 2008. From 2007
on, Chinese domestic demand played an increasing role and export restrictions were
introduced, contributing to rising prices as well (Papp et al. 2008). The following
drop between 2008 and 2009 was due to the financial crisis that led industries to
reduce their raw materials demand (EC 2008); the crisis was mainly perceptible in
the automobile industry where demand for Nd-Fe-B magnets fell drastically, but
recovered in the second half of 2009. As a consequence, sharp price increases have
happened since 2009 (which is not visible in Figure 3.7 any more) (Cordier 2011a). In
2010 the prices of many individual REEs have escalated by 300 to 700% (USDE 2010);
between October 2010 and July 2011 REO prices increased tenfold (Kern 2011). It is
predicted that in the future excess demand will continue to prevail, bringing about
further price rises. The EC (2008) refers to the REE market as underlying a super
cycle.
Figure 3.7: REO prices in current US dollars per metric ton from 1950 to 2009.
Source: compiled by the author, according to data from Kelly and Matos
(2010).
Papp et al. (2008) note that REO prices in the long run, when denoted in current
US dollars - as in Figure 3.7 - closely follow inflation rates. Therefore an inflation-
adjusted version is provided in Figure 3.8 with prices being normalised to 2008 levels.
In contrast to the previous graph, the upward trend since the 1970s is not clearly
visible any more. However, it is well-known from economic theory that the (inflation-
adjusted) price of a non-renewable natural resource should rise over time to account
for increasing scarcity (Tietenberg 2006). As this is not the case here, it can be
concluded that owing to several disturbances on the REE market, prices are no
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reliable indicators of actual scarcity.19
Figure 3.8: REO prices in 2008 US dollars per metric ton from 1950 to 2009. Source:
compiled by the author, according to data from Kelly and Matos (2010).
All in all, shocks that were predominantly caused by technological change on the
demand side and the emergence of market power on the supply side made the REE
market pass from excess supply to a situation of excess demand. Total demand for
REOs had risen by 46% in 2008 compared to 2003 (Walters and Lusty 2010) while
export restrictions from China started to take effect and reduce the availability of
raw materials.
Prices of individual REEs can vary considerably and do not necessarily follow the
trajectories depicted for REEs as a whole; an example for the price development
of selected REOs is given in Figure 3.9. As a general rule, heavy REEs are usually
more expensive than their lighter counterparts (USDE 2010) which can be justified by
their lower abundance (Walters and Lusty 2010). However, as light REEs also underly
Chinese export restrictions, they have recently been subject to price increases as well
(USDE 2010). Regarding rare earths used in wind turbine generators, the USDE
(2010) study suggests that neodymium, dysprosium and terbium availability will
be highly critical both in the short and medium term, whereas praseodymium and
samarium are assessed to be uncritical. Data for gadolinium are not provided.
Yet for some REE consumers, current prices play only a subordinate role because
they have signed long- or short-term agreements with resource producers, fixing the
19Rosenberg (1973) already discovered a similar pattern for several natural resources: he points out
that despite remarkable fluctuations in the short run, the long-term price trend shows only a
moderate upward slope.
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Figure 3.9: REO prices for selected elements from 2001 to 2010. Source: USDE
(2010).
price in advance. Similar contracts exist on a bilateral level (Behrendt et al. 2007;
USDE 2010). The tendency toward supply agreements results from the lack of stock
exchange trading on the REE market (Liedtke and Elsner 2009). Instead, the role
of an intermediary is often taken over by companies that specialise in raw materials
trading (Walters and Lusty 2010). The absence of a freely adjusting market brings
about weak and potentially unreliable price signals (USDE 2010).
Although the enormous short-run price swings that occurred in the last two to three
years are not representative of the medium- to long-term market development, they
can be explained by the previous statements that both REE supply and demand
are characterised by low price elasticities: they imply a supply and demand curve
with relatively steep slopes each, so exogenous shocks primarily yield price reactions
and only minor quantity reactions. It is reasonable to assume that the low price
elasticities hold for a short-term assessment whereas in the long run the market can
adjust more easily, e.g. by the means discussed in Section 3.4, so the long-run price
elasticities are higher, which justifies the moderate price development monitored over
a longer time horizon.
To answer the question raised at the beginning of this section, the analysis has proven
that the REE market cannot be considered a perfectly competitive market as as-
sumed in economic theory (USDE 2010). Instead, the price mechanism is disturbed
by different kinds of market failure and the existence of widespread longer-term price
agreements.
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3.4 Mitigation options for market imbalance
It has already been revealed that the REE market is currently characterised by a
situation of excess demand. This section investigates possibilities to potentially over-
come the disequilibrium. The most frequently named measures are recycling and
substitution of critical materials20 (Tietenberg 2006; USDE 2010).
However, excess demand is a quite recent phenomenon; until the mid-2000s, the REE
market was rather characterised by oversupply, so processing industries had little in-
centive to pursue recycling or substitution (Walters and Lusty 2010). It remains to be
seen whether their efforts will now increase - this is not self-evident because of their
low short-run price elasticity of demand. Since research and development into miti-
gation options raise additional costs, REE-consuming firms will only invest in them
if they expect raw materials prices to remain high in the longer term (USDE 2010)
or if they are forced to find solutions to sustained quantitative supply disruptions.
3.4.1 Recycling
For an economy, waste products of non-renewable resources have two implications.
On the one hand, environmental degradation causes welfare losses for the society. On
the other hand, the waste may be recycled, i.e. used as a secondary resource stock,
thus yielding a welfare gain (Wacker and Blank 1999). It is therefore utility-enhancing
to pursue recycling as it can contribute to a reduction of negative externalities.
In detail, recycling has numerous advantages. First, it serves environmental preser-
vation by lowering waste flows, being conducive to energy efficiency, and reducing air
pollution, thereby abating climate change impacts (EC 2008, 2010; Kuhn et al. 2003).
Second, it can substitute for primary raw materials (EC 2010), which can result in
a restructuring of international resource markets if formerly import-dependent coun-
tries develop alternative ways to access raw materials and hence weaken the market
power of primary resource suppliers (Kuhn et al. 2003). Third, as a consequence of
the second point, the overall reserve base is expanded (Kuhn et al. 2003; Tietenberg
2006), an effect which Pittel et al. (2010) refer to as creating a “quasi-‘renewability’
of the resource stocks”.
20Further options, like the discovery of new resources or efficiency increases due to technological
progress, are considered exogenous from the perspective of the individual firm and therefore
remain unregarded here. (Although companies can actively pursue research and development
activities on their own, the success of technological advancements is to a large part dependent on
exogenous influences.)
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However, recycling faces several barriers to being widely implemented. First, in
many countries practical hurdles prevent recycling: waste management and collection
systems are inappropriate, so recycling would imply significant transaction costs;
furthermore, reliable information regarding the quality of recycled materials is often
lacking, so consumers tend to distrust them (EC 2008). In addition, newly developed
technical applications often have a long lifespan, thereby creating a lag between
resource demand and the availability of corresponding scrap materials (EC 2010).
Second, the negative environmental impact of the recycling process, originating from
the use of partially toxic chemicals, is a frequently named counter-argument (Wacker
and Blank 1999). Third, Kuhn et al. (2003) remark that balanced sustainable growth
imperatively requires a recycling rate of unity; yet the laws of thermodynamics signify
that the physical theoretical upper limit is smaller because recycling involves losses
(Tietenberg 2006), which is why it is sometimes called “downcycling”. Economic
activity without environmental damage is therefore infeasible (Wacker and Blank
1999).
The implications of recycling for resource stock development over time can be ex-
pressed as follows:
St = S0 + S0a+ S0a
2 + S0a
3 + · · · , (3.1)
with S0 denoting the original (primary) resource stock, a the recovery rate, and St
the resource stock at time t that includes both primary and secondary materials.
When considering an infinite time horizon, Equation 3.1 can be modified to
St =
S0
1− a. (3.2)
Both equations prove that only a recycling rate of 100%, i.e. a = 1, can provide an
infinite resource flow over time. If this is not the case, as the laws of thermodynamics
postulate, the secondary resource stock becomes infinitesimally small, resulting in a
finite supply of overall resources (Tietenberg 2006).
Figure 3.10 illustrates how REE scrap is currently disposed of. Recycling comprises a
fraction of 0%, hence sustainable utilisation is far from being practised today. Graedel
(2011) confirms that the recycling rate of REEs as a whole is below 1%. The global
average recycled content as a share of total input to metal production accounts for
less than 1% for most REEs, but falls in the range between 1 and 10% for lanthanum,
cerium, praseodymium, neodymium, gadolinium and dysprosium (Graedel 2011).
As for permanent magnets in particular, the feasibility of recycling has been demon-
strated (Horikawa et al. 2006; Takeda et al. 2006), but the cost is still unknown
(Jacobson and Delucchi 2011). Future prospects, e.g. by Angerer et al. (2009), ap-
praise the recycling potential of Nd-Fe-B magnets to remain limited by 2030. Walters
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Figure 3.10: Current ways of REE disposal. Source: compiled by the author, accord-
ing to data from Goonan (2011).
and Lusty (2010) point out that magnets produced from recycled materials may con-
tain impurities and therefore provide an inferior performance. Additionally, another
particularity of REEs impedes recycling. It is related to their dissipative use, which
means that they occur in final products in very small concentrations and quantities
(Behrendt et al. 2007). Consequently, the material is too widely dispersed to be eco-
nomically collected in the first place, but even if it could be collected, an efficient
recovery process would be infeasible under current conditions since large amounts of
inputs, especially energy, are required to separate and regain the materials (Moriarty
and Honnery 2011). Primary resource prices were quite low in the past, but if the
price trend observed in the last three years is sustained or recycling technologies are
improved, recovery of secondary resources will become economic as their value in-
creases (Goonan 2011). However, this will only hold as long as the material intensity
in final products remains unchanged; further miniaturisation and efficiency gains in
applications will counteract this development by augmenting the effort of the recovery
process (Moriarty and Honnery 2011).
A more probable alternative to conventional recycling is the reuse of permanent mag-
nets. Owing to their decade-long lifespan without performance degradation, they
can relatively easily be disassembled from disused applications and reintegrated else-
where. Yet, if the magnets already suffer from corrosion or have been covered by
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plating materials that are unwanted in successive applications, the reuse may also be
prohibitively expensive (Goonan 2011; Walters and Lusty 2010).
For many countries whose industries heavily rely on natural resource inputs, such
as the EU member states, secondary materials are the only domestic possibility of
resource supply (Angerer et al. 2009; EC 2008). Meanwhile it has become increasingly
difficult for the EU to obtain scrap on the international secondary resource market.
Whereas its imports of non-ferrous and precious metal waste fell by 40% between
2000 and 2008, exports rose by 125% during the same period, yielding shortages and
price increases. This is due to scrap being illegally transported outside the EU rather
than being recycled or reused domestically (EC 2008). Moreover, a level playing field
on the global market for secondary raw materials is lacking: several non-EU countries
raise export taxes, subsidise domestic waste treatment, or have implemented much
less rigorous environmental directives (EC 2010).
As this section has shown, the incidence of REE recycling is currently negligible and
is not expected to improve considerably in the near future. In the following it is
analysed whether substitution possibilities allow for a more optimistic outlook.
3.4.2 Substitution
As indicated previously, REE demand in the short run is relatively inelastic owing to
pre-existing production technologies and equipment used in their processing. In the
long run, however, these constraints lose importance, the modes of production are
more variable, and the absolute value of price elasticity of demand increases. Hence,
price changes have to be sustained to advance the adoption of substitutes (Tietenberg
2006). As in the case of recycling, the incentive for companies to substitute for REEs
was rather limited so far since fierce price increases have only occurred during the
last three years.
Generally, substitution is most efficient if it allows the replacement of a scarce and
critical input with a more abundant material (EC 2010; Moriarty and Honnery 2011).
Yet the applications employing REEs mostly rely on their specific properties (London
2010), so substitutes are either not available at all or they provide a lower-grade
performance (Cordier 2011b). If there are substitutes for certain kinds of REEs, they
often contain other REEs or even more critical materials (Walters and Lusty 2010).
Concerning permanent magnets in particular, a substitute for neodymium yielding
comparable performance has not been discovered yet (Angerer et al. 2009) in spite of
20 years of scientific research on the issue (Walters and Lusty 2010). If neodymium
became prohibitively expensive, the production of Sm-Co magnets could be resumed
on a larger scale, but again efficiency losses would have to be accepted (Angerer et al.
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2009). Moreover, although excess supply of samarium is predicted to sustain, guar-
anteeing comparably moderate prices, cobalt is usually considerably more expensive
than the alloys used in Nd-Fe-B magnets. Since samarium also comprises only a small
share of overall REE production (see Figure 3.2) and is hardly used for industrial
purposes (see Table 3.5), it is unlikely to become a major driver of REE production
(USDE 2010), so its supply is expected to depend on its co-products more strongly
than in the case of neodymium, implying an even lower price elasticity of supply.
If substitution of REEs in the permanent magnet sector is difficult to achieve, their
replacement in other sectors can be an option to mitigate overall demand. For exam-
ple, lithium-ion batteries can be employed instead of nickel-metal-hydride batteries,
thus decreasing the need for cerium, lanthanum and neodymium (Goonan 2011).
Furthermore, in metallurgy, nuclear energy, hydrogen storage, glass polishing and
ceramics there are viable alternatives to REE utilisation, but these only represent a
small market share; most applications are expected to remain dependent on REEs
(Walters and Lusty 2010).
Another possibility would be the substitution of other types of magnets for entire
permanent magnets, first of all electromagnets. Their main weakness, though, is the
much larger size, resulting in greater space requirement within the final application
(Aston 2010). Morcos (2009) suggests the use of sintered ferrite permanent magnets
that do not rely on REE inputs. Although they provide an inferior performance
in wind turbines when it comes to low wind speeds, their component materials are
more abundant and therefore lower-priced, so the return on investment for sintered
ferrite permanent magnets is estimated to be equal or even slightly better than that
of Nd-Fe-B magnets.
Finally, the replacement of permanent magnet generators in wind power plants with
ceramic high-temperature superconductors is recommended.21 However, they con-
tain yttrium, another rare earth (USDE 2010), and therefore substitute one critical
material for another, which may postpone the problem, but not solve it.
All in all, research is currently pursued in order to find materials that can either com-
pletely replace REEs or reduce the requirement for them, but significant progress is
anticipated to take several years (Aston 2010). The only reasonable alternatives at
the present time seem to be the replacement of entire rare earth permanent magnets,
especially with sintered ferrite permanent magnets (Morcos 2009), or REE substitu-
tion in other industries.
21For ceramic superconductors, “high temperature” means that they can operate at up to -140°C.
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3.5 Consequences for future market development
The analysis in this chapter has shown that the REE market is highly complex and
subject to many interrelations. Although the absolute abundance of REEs in the
earth’s crust turned out not to be that critical, the low concentrations in which they
naturally occur impose severe restrictions upon economic production. Additionally,
four kinds of market failure on the supply side complicate the situation: REEs are
mined as by-products of other minerals, they are bound together as co-products,
their mining and processing causes environmental damage, and China has quasi-
monopolistic market power. The fact that almost half of current worldwide reserves
is concentrated in China points to the probably persistent nature of its position,
but also reveals the existence of alternative mining locations to be developed in the
future.
Regarding the demand side, REEs are classified as specialty materials rather than
commodities, which implies that the need for them is predominantly driven by tech-
nological progress. Recently many new applications requiring REEs as inputs have
emerged or are at present being investigated. One of the most important applica-
tions of REEs is their use in permanent magnets that are, inter alia, employed in
wind turbines.
The combination of supply restrictions and increasing utilisation of REEs in the
industry yields supply-demand imbalances that have led to drastic price increases,
especially in the last three years. However, as far as the long-term price trends
are concerned, an increase that exceeds inflation rates could not be observed. This
contradicts economic theory as depletable natural resources should face rising prices
over time to account for increasing scarcity. It can thus be concluded that the prices
witnessed at the market do not reflect actual scarcities, but are disturbed by the
market failure described above and the prevalence of price agreements.
To mitigate current shortages and price fluctuations, recycling and substitution op-
tions of REEs have been examined. Recycling is hardly being pursued today and
faces obstacles indicating that it will only become economic in the case of persis-
tently high prices for primary resources. From a present-day perspective, reuse of
permanent magnets appears to be more viable than conventional recycling. As for
substitution, a replacement of REEs within permanent magnets is not possible so
far if efficiency is supposed to be maintained. Instead, substitution of less critical
materials for REEs is feasible in some other sectors, which could also contribute to
excess demand mitigation. Alternatively, magnet concepts without REE inputs can
be adapted, apparently the most realistic option in the short and medium term.
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Now the question arises how the REE market will continue to develop in the future.
A look at the literature reveals that the trend toward rising demand is commonly
believed to prevail. For example, Milmo (2010) estimates total rare earth demand
to amount to 200,000 t per year by 2014, up from 129,000 t in 2008 (Goonan 2011),
which is the most recent historical value available. The most important applications
are expected to be automotive catalytic converters, permanent magnets, rechargeable
batteries and lamps, altogether demanding especially large amounts of high-purity
REE products. For permanent magnets in particular, the compound annual growth
rate is anticipated to account for 8 to 15% in the same time horizon (Cordier 2011a,b;
Liedtke and Elsner 2009; Walters and Lusty 2010).
A frequently used indicator for expressing the expected future natural resource de-
mand from emerging technologies is its share of current worldwide resource produc-
tion (Angerer et al. 2009; EC 2010). Values for neodymium range from 1.66 (EC
2010) to 3.82 (Angerer et al. 2009) in 2030. These figures have to be interpreted as
follows: if yearly neodymium production remains unchanged, i.e. at current levels,
by 2030,22 demand from emerging technology sectors will exceed supply by a factor
of 1.66 (or 3.82, respectively). For comparison, in 2006 the indicator constituted 0.23
(EC 2010) or 0.55 (Angerer et al. 2009), respectively.23 Even though the magni-
tude of the indicator differs among the sources, the principal statement that demand
from emerging technologies will substantially rise remains valid.24 Moreover, at the
present time there are no phase-out technologies foreseeable that rely on neodymium
(Angerer et al. 2009).
Concerning the materials employed in wind turbine generators, only praseodymium
and samarium are assessed to be sufficient in the short to medium term. Neodymium,
dysprosium and terbium shortages are already perceptible today and they are ex-
pected to persist. This prospect once more emphasizes the need for alternatives or
material intensity improvements with regard to Nd-Fe-B permanent magnets (USDE
2010).
In general, it takes 5 to 10 years for newly designed technologies to mature while the
time lag between the planning of new mining projects and their start of production
ranges from 5 to 15 years (Behrendt et al. 2007; London 2010; Milmo 2010; USDE
2010). This means that supply adjustment can theoretically keep pace with changing
demand-side patterns if technological developments can be anticipated (Behrendt
22This is a highly improbable assumption, but it is necessary to ensure comparability of different
points of time.
23As 2006 is taken as a base year in both references, “current production” in the fraction’s denomi-
nator also refers to the value from 2006.
24It is remarkable that despite the data from both sources differ considerably, they are both consistent
with the EC (2010)’s prediction that neodymium demand from emerging technologies will rise to
700% of current levels by 2030.
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et al. 2007), which does not seem to be the case in practice. The reasons for the
considerable time lag between the identification of mineable deposits and their ex-
ploitation are various. They include difficulties with raising investment capital (EC
2008) - sometimes a mining company must even manage to find potential purchasers
for the mine’s output and bind them contractually before production can actually
start (USDE 2010). Besides, planning and legal permit phases vary depending on
the location, but can take several years. In some cases the existing infrastructure is
not sufficient and has to be expanded first. Further possible bottlenecks are delays
in equipment delivery or a lack of skilled staff (EC 2008). Finally, overall experience
with REE mining projects is quite limited outside China (London 2010).
In spite of these barriers, global expenditure for the exploration of new mines has
continuously increased since 2002 (EC 2008). In order to reduce their import depen-
dency, many countries now pursue their own REE mining projects. In the USA the
reopening of Mountain Pass is currently being planned. In Australia the Mount Weld
deposit is being prepared for REE production (Angerer et al. 2009). Further locations
anticipated to start REE mining in the next years include Canada, Malawi (Cordier
2011b), India (Liedtke and Elsner 2009), Vietnam (USDE 2010), South Africa, Green-
land, Kyrgyzstan, and Namibia (Walters and Lusty 2010). A gradual diversification of
supply can therefore be expected by the end of this decade, although REO reserves at
most sites and hence their REE production potential are relatively small compared
to Chinese conditions. Moreover, the circumstances of REE production are more
favourable in China than in other places, especially regarding competitiveness, as
the processing of deposits there is associated with particularly low costs. Out of the
alternative deposits listed here, Mountain Pass is the only location mined exclusively
for REEs. The other sites target different ores as main products and process REEs
as by-products only (Haxel et al. 2002; Walters and Lusty 2010). All these factors
contribute to the appraisal that China’s market power will probably be reduced to
a small extent, but it will nevertheless retain a dominating position in the medium
term.
Nonetheless, it is still beneficial for mitigation of excess demand to search for alter-
native mineral sources because further options, like substitution, recycling, efficiency
increases, or intelligent demand management, will take years to develop and imple-
ment (Aston 2010; EC 2010). Meanwhile, REE mining outside China will become
more economic if continued REE production and export restrictions as well as ris-
ing domestic demand within China yield further price increases on the world market
(Cordier 2011a).
Regarding future pricing, it is anticipated that long-term agreements will lose their
importance due to rising uncertainty resulting from more volatile currency and energy
cost developments. Outstandingly high prices are expected for materials that are
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demanded by emerging technology industries and whose supply is already beginning
to show tightness, predominantly neodymium, dysprosium, terbium, yttrium and
europium (London 2010; Walters and Lusty 2010).
When switching to a long-term assessment, uncertainty becomes even more appar-
ent. Since market power, its influences on international trade, and resulting price
volatility are rather short- to medium-term phenomena, REE criticality can then be
evaluated by reserve availability (although this concept also involves several weak-
nesses, as described earlier in this chapter) (Behrendt et al. 2007). The fact that
this indicator did not point to the occurrence of scarcity in the past does not justify
the assumption that this will remain valid in the future (Tietenberg 2006). However,
reserve figures are not the only data sources to rely on: developments of geopoli-
tics and economic circumstances are equally important (EC 2010). These trends are
even more difficult to predict, but play a crucial role, e.g. when policies target the
deployment of clean energy technologies and thus induce a positive shock on REE
demand (USDE 2010). The relevance and possible directions of policy interventions
can also be retraced in Figure 3.11, which additionally provides a graphic summary
of this chapter, illustrating the supply chain of critical materials with its associated
problems and potential solutions.
As a result from the analysis conducted so far, it can be concluded that REE shortages
and further price increases are likely to occur, but accurate predictions are impossible
(USDE 2010). However, the consequences of further wind power deployment for REE
demand have not been investigated up to now. Hence, Chapter 4 analyses possible
pathways and their respective implications.
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Figure 3.11: Supply chain of critical materials. Source: USDE (2010).
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from wind power deployment
Definite predictions of the future market development are obviously impossible ow-
ing to several factors that cause uncertainty, such as reserve disposability, potential
political constraints, or data availability in general. Still policymakers and economic
agents rely on future prospects for the design of their strategies. There are basically
four ways to cope with this problem (Moriarty and Honnery 2011). First, economet-
ric forecasting is the easiest method: by identifying certain empirical patterns in the
past, it is stated that they are representative of the further trend as well. However,
this method is prone to failure if a longer time horizon is to be assessed or structural
changes are likely to occur, thus inhibiting the continuation of past trends. Second,
some researchers count on expert surveys like the well-known Delphi analysis. Third,
in the case of a highly uncertain situation associated with substantial risk, an applica-
tion of the precautionary principle is often recommended, although it does not serve
actual projection purposes. Finally, a scenario analysis is a very popular method
especially in environmental and resource economics as it allows for the consideration
of multiple plausible pathways. Yet it is important to bear in mind that the scenarios
are not forecasts as such, but rather describe probable consequences subject to the
corresponding assumptions (Martinot et al. 2007).
In this chapter, the precautionary principle is taken as a starting point for determining
the upper and lower bound of rare earth demand from the wind power industry. A
simplified approach is chosen to identify the actual magnitude of the problem. The
following chapter lays the foundations for a scenario analysis based on the numerical
model ReMIND-R that can be used to derive more accurate conclusions.
4.1 Methodology and assumptions
By means of a spreadsheet analysis, the extreme values of rare earth demand expected
from wind energy deployment are assessed. In detail, a pathway for wind power
deployment until 2050 is taken from literature. Herein the share of permanent magnet
generators is varied according to estimates about their potential distribution, and
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respective consequences for REE demand from the wind industry are then derived
and evaluated.
4.1.1 The choice of an appropriate indicator
For assessing natural resource scarcity, five indicators exist, one of them being de-
fined physically as the reserve-to-use ratio, and the other four referring to economic
measures (Tietenberg 2006). Each of them brings about its own advantages and dis-
advantages that are presented in Table 4.1.1
Eventually, none of them is irrevocably superior to the others. Owing to restricted
data availability, the use of the scarcity rent, real marginal extraction cost, and
marginal exploration and discovery cost turns out to be impracticable. As for real
market prices, Chapter 3.3 showed that they underlie many distortions and hence
are not compatible with the predictions of economic theory. Although the physical
scarcity indicator, as introduced in Chapter 3.5, also has considerable drawbacks, it
appears most adequate for the presentation of the results of the boundary analysis.
4.1.2 A pathway for wind power deployment
Literature offers a wide variety of scenarios for the future deployment of renewable
energy sources. They differ not only with respect to their assumptions about parame-
ters and exogenous variables, such as demographic development, GDP growth, degree
of policy action, prospective fuel and carbon prices, cost reduction achievements over
time, and aggregate energy demand. They can also be classified as either descriptive
or normative. In the former case, a value-free “if-then” investigation is conducted
whereas in the latter case a certain target, e.g. for CO2 reduction, is taken as the
starting point from which possible mitigation paths are deduced. Unfortunately not
all studies make their methodology sufficiently transparent to be unambiguously as-
signed to one of the two groups (Martinot et al. 2007).
Scenarios are commonly classified according to their underlying assumptions and most
studies use a similar pattern, distinguishing between a reference and one or more ad-
vanced scenarios. The reference scenario, sometimes also called baseline, makes the
most conservative assumptions regarding the implementation of policy measures, usu-
ally restricting further policy action to pre-existing agreements. Moreover, projected
price increases of fuels and carbon are rather moderate and the corresponding re-
nunciation of fossil fuels proceeds slowly. Advanced scenarios, often sub-divided into
1More extensive explanations of the keywords given in the table can be found directly in the
corresponding references.
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Indicator Advantages Disadvantages
Physical
Reserve-to-use
ratio
 easy to calculate  implies homogeneous qual-
ity of natural resource
 reserve measure underlies
uncertainty
 does not account for stock
augmentation
Economic
Real market
prices
 data readily available
 forward-looking measure
 contain distortions: e.g.
government intervention,
lack of perfect foresight,
no consideration of exter-
nalities
 sensitivity to deflator
choice
Scarcity rent
(net price)
 forward-looking measure  slope of marginal extrac-
tion cost curve must be
known
 not directly observable
Real marginal
extraction cost
 allows for technological
change
 no foresight
 rare public information
 no environmental costs in-
cluded
Marginal explo-
ration and dis-
covery cost
 rising discovery costs over
time point to increasing
scarcity
 principally observable
 rare public information
Table 4.1: Advantages and disadvantages of scarcity indicators. Source: compiled by
the author, according to Perman et al. (2010) and Tietenberg (2006).
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a medium and high scenario, presume more ambitious mitigation efforts in terms of
policy action, significant technological progress in the renewable energy sector and
steeper price increases of fuels and carbon, resulting in a faster spreading of renewable
energy sources (GWEC and Greenpeace 2010; Martinot et al. 2007).
Among recent examples of studies covering the future of the global energy sector,
the Energy Technology Perspectives (OECD and IEA 2010a) belong to the most
prominent and frequently cited analyses, providing an extensive enquiry of the sector
until 2050. Equally important is the World Energy Outlook (OECD and IEA 2010b),
yet the current edition’s time horizon ends already in 2035.2 For wind power in
particular, the Global Wind Energy Outlook by GWEC and Greenpeace (2010) is one
of the most extensive studies reaching until 2050. There are many more pathways
to be found, published by official institutions and organisations, interest groups and
industry associations. As it is not trivial to select an adequate scenario to rely on in
this thesis, comparative studies have also been considered to determine the range of
existing estimates and identify a narrower interval that seems to reflect some kind of
compromise among scientists.
One of the most suitable references for such a comparison appears to be the IPCC’s
Special Report on Renewable Energy Sources and Climate Change Mitigation (SR-
REN), especially the chapter on wind power by Wiser et al. (2011). They investigate
152 long-term wind energy deployment scenarios from literature and rank their re-
sults to obtain a median value as well as a 25th to 75th percentile range across all
studies. The indicators assessed in the SRREN are the global primary energy supply
of wind energy (in EJ/yr) and wind energy’s share in total global electricity supply
(in %). The median values of the projections for 2050 range from 16 EJ/yr in the
baseline case to 23 and 27 EJ/yr in the medium and high scenario, respectively.3
These figures represent 9, 14 and 13% of total electricity supply in 2050 for each
of the scenarios. The 25th to 75th percentile includes a range of primary energy
supply between 14 and 44 EJ/yr (equivalent to 3,900 and 12,200 TWh/yr) across all
scenarios.
The second comparative research paper to be examined is by Martinot et al. (2007)
who conducted a survey of 17 global renewable energy studies. Although the most
recent ones are not included due to the year of publication, their choice contains the
most prominent and comprehensive works. The indicators referred to are primary
energy from renewables and electricity provided by renewables, in agreement with the
SRREN. The authors do not calculate median values, but present the full range of
2Owing to the restricted time frame, the World Energy Outlook has been excluded from the following
comparison.
3For comparison with results from other sources, the primary energy supply of wind power is also
reported in TWh/yr, yielding figures of 4,400, 6,500 and 7,600 TWh/yr, respectively.
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results. Across all scenarios, projected primary energy supply of renewable sources in
2050 ranges between 70 and 450 EJ/yr, representing a 10-15% share of total primary
energy in the reference case, 25-30% in the medium and even 40-50% in the high
scenarios. Electricity generation from renewable sources in 2050 accounts for 7,200-
37,000 TWh/yr or 15-25% of total electricity production in the baseline case, 30-40%
in the medium case, and 50-80% in the high scenarios. For wind power a wide range of
results arises, varying between 2,400 TWh/yr (equivalent to 8% of worldwide power
generation) and 7,900 TWh/yr (34%) in 2050. These latter figures overlap with the
25th to 75th percentile values given in Wiser et al. (2011), but appear to be more
conservative altogether.
However, the data provided by Wiser et al. (2011) and Martinot et al. (2007) are
not sufficient for the analysis of material requirements proposed in this thesis as
no information about the deployment of wind turbines (in GW) is available and
material intensities are always given in mass per capacity (e.g. kg/kW). Therefore, it
is necessary to choose one of the individual studies as a reference. Table 4.2 presents
the available options in a comparable way.4
With respect to the purpose of this first estimate, it appears most appropriate to
choose a rather optimistic projection for wind power development because conserva-
tive estimates would result in a possible underestimation of rare earth requirements.
However, the GWEC and Greenpeace (2010) study provides only fragmentary data
on annual capacity additions; they are given in five-year intervals, but both growth
rates and absolute extension seem to change each single year. Owing to the uncer-
tainty associated with this lack of information, that study is refrained from in favour
of the OECD and IEA (2010a) BLUE Map scenario. Underlying assumptions are as
follows:
 World population will be 9,150 million by 2050.
 Global annual GDP growth is assumed to average 3.1%; in detail, it accounts
for 3.3% from 2007 to 2015, 3.0% from 2015 to 2030, and 2.6% from 2030 to
2050.
4Wind power’s shares of total electricity production are given in the table for completeness, but
cannot be compared across studies as each one relies on different assumptions concerning demand-
side developments and respective total electricity generation. Lower bounds refer to baseline
scenario results, whereas upper bounds represent high scenarios. In the case of the OECD and
IEA (2010a) study, the unmodified BLUE Map scenario has been used as it is the only version
for which detailed information on capacity deployment is provided. The capacity additions given
for GWEC and Greenpeace (2010) do not include repowering; furthermore, actual growth as
assumed in the study differs from this figure and changes over time, but for comparison with the
OECD and IEA (2010a) study it has been converted to an average value. 48 GW/yr of total
annual capacity addition as given by OECD and IEA (2010a) is allotted to onshore, and the
remaining 14.4 GW/yr to offshore.
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Study Primary
energy
production
Share of
total
electricity
production
Cumulative
capacity
Average
annual
capacity
addition
(EJ/yr) (%) (GW) (GW/yr)
Wiser et al. (2011) 16-27 9-14 - -
Martinot et al. (2007) 9-28 8-34 - -
OECD and IEA (2010a) 18 12 2,000 62.4
GWEC and Greenpeace
(2010)
8-37 6-33 880-4,028 18-94
Table 4.2: Outcomes of different studies for the role of wind power in 2050. Source:
compiled by the author.
 Energy prices in 2050 are expected as follows (all values in 2008 US dollars):
– IEA crude oil imports: $70/barrel
– natural gas imports: $7.9-9.7/MBtu5
– OECD steam coal imports: $58/t
 The CO2 price, which equals the marginal cost of CO2 abatement, will amount
to $175/t CO2. If it is taken into consideration, the effective oil price reaches
approximately $140/barrel in real terms.
 The BLUE Map scenario assumes efficiency increases, power sector measures,
and widespread implementation of new technology options in order to achieve
a halving of worldwide energy-related CO2 emissions by 2050, compared to
2007 levels. As it has a pre-defined target, it can be classified as a normative
scenario.
 The bottom-up partial equilibrium model IEA ETP covers 15 world regions.
Its objective is to achieve the CO2 reduction target at least cost.
 The demand side is represented by supplementary models based on an assumed
energy efficiency improvement of 1.5% per year.
5Million British thermal units; equivalent to $8.3-10.2/GJ.
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4.1.3 Technological progress expectations for wind turbines
Beyond the selection of a basic wind power deployment study, the following drivers
are most relevant for the analysis pursued in this thesis: first, the distinction between
onshore and offshore wind power plays a crucial role since the two concepts demand
different technological specifications. Second, technology trends in general determine
material requirements. Third, the impacts of efficiency increases, including the so-
called “repowering”, have to be considered. Hence, those points are discussed in the
following in order to specify and justify the further assumptions.
The onshore-offshore ratio. In 2010 the globally installed offshore capacity was
about 3.1 GW and represented a 1.6% share of total wind power capacity, which
amounted to 197 GW. In terms of capacity additions, 1,162 MW of new offshore
plants accounted for 3.1% of total new installations, which amounted to 37,642 MW
(WWEA 2011). As the disposability of adequate onshore sites becomes increasingly
limited, the share of offshore installations is expected to rise considerably in the
future (REN21 2010). Studies projecting the development of renewable energy supply
consistently support this statement: suggested shares of offshore in total wind power
capacity range from 15 to 24% in 2035, reaching even 18 to 32% in 2050 (Wiser
et al. 2011). Concordantly the OECD and IEA (2010a) expect the proportion of new
offshore installations to reach on average 23% by 2050.6 The authors conclude that
about one-third of total wind energy generation will originate from offshore plants
by 2050.7
With regard to the technical potential of wind power, many papers affirm that no
constraints due to limited availability of the wind resource, lack of suitable locations,
or technical barriers exist. For the placement of the technical potential within the
scheme of renewable energy potentials consider Figure 4.1. For the further assessment
the technical potential has been chosen as a reference because it is the most frequently
cited measure in literature.
Table 4.3 illustrates that estimates of the global technical potential of wind power vary
widely. Nevertheless, the figures still exceed even the most optimistic assessments for
wind power generation by 2050. The 75th percentile projected by Wiser et al. (2011)
for 2050, 44 EJ/yr or 12,200 TWh/yr, is significantly lower than any of the technical
potential limits. Even if the highest projection out of all 152 scenarios is taken into
account, claiming 113 EJ/yr (31,400 TWh/yr) by 2050, the majority of technical
6This fraction is derived from the yearly capacity additions as given above and therefore refers to
rated capacity installed rather than the number of new turbines.
7The higher ratio of offshore in electricity generation compared to its share of installed capacity
results from its higher yield.
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Figure 4.1: Scheme of renewable energy potentials with their corresponding influenc-
ing factors. Source: Krewitt et al. (2009).
potential analyses still ascertain no constraints. Hence, it is improbable that the
global technical potential for wind energy will restrict its expansion in the foreseeable
future. Moreover, future estimates of the technical potential are expected to yield
even larger numbers than those given here as technological progress is advancing and
current technical limits vanish (WBGU 2011).
Study Onshore Offshore Total
(EJ/yr) (EJ/yr) (EJ/yr)
Krewitt et al. (2009) 379 57.4 436.4
WBGU (2011) - - 1,700
Arvizu et al. (2011) 70-450 15-130 85-580
Table 4.3: Range of global technical potential estimates for 2050. For simplicity fig-
ures are only reported in EJ/yr. Source: compiled by the author.
A look at the projections for onshore and offshore wind energy generation in 2050
given by the OECD and IEA (2010a) BLUE Map scenario that is used in the further
analysis reveals that both the total of 18 EJ/yr and the individual figures of 12
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EJ/yr for onshore and 6 EJ/yr for offshore electricity production lie well below the
technical potential frontier as indicated in Table 4.3 and can therefore be applied
without causing difficulty in this respect.
Permanent magnet penetration. General trends concerning the technological de-
velopment of wind power plants include the increasing penetration of larger turbines
that could be observed in the past (Hatch 2008; REN21 2010). Whereas the growth
of onshore turbines may reach an upper boundary soon, such a limit is currently
not predicted for offshore turbines (Wiser et al. 2011). As weight issues and relia-
bility become more and more important with increasing turbine size and especially
for offshore applications, gearless concepts will gain an increasing share of newly in-
stalled wind power plants, many of which will employ permanent magnet generators
(EWEA 2009; Hatch 2008; REN21 2010; Wiser et al. 2011).8 Wiser et al. (2011)
estimate that improved drive train concepts have the potential to augment annual
energy production of wind turbines by 4% while reducing turbine investment cost by
6%. Thus it appears reasonable to expect the current share of wind turbines oper-
ating with permanent magnet generators - about 10% - to rise during the coming
decades (REN21 2010; USDE 2010). In accordance with the USDE (2010) study, the
minimum penetration of permanent magnet technology by 2050 is assumed to remain
at 10% for both onshore and offshore turbines, and the maximum is assumed to be
25% in onshore and 75% in offshore applications. Higher proportions do not seem to
be realistic (Morcos 2009).
Recently, completely revised concepts for the utilisation of wind energy have been
proposed, for example the vertical alignment of rotors in wind turbines that could also
employ permanent magnet generators (Hatch 2008). However, the feasibility of those
plans has not been demonstrated yet and some scientists doubt that the idea will
ever become commercial (Lohse 2011a; Windkraft-Journal.de 2011). Due to the high
uncertainty associated with those revolutionary concepts, they are not considered
here.
Efficiency increases. Finally, prospects for efficiency increases have to be regarded.
Current state-of-the-art wind power plants can already operate near the theoretical
maximum of aerodynamic efficiency as defined by the Lanchester-Betz limit: capacity
factors of about 50% are not far from being achieved under ideal conditions (Wiser
et al. 2011).9 The potential for further improvement is therefore existent, but limited.
8For completeness it should be mentioned that permanent magnet generators are not exclusively
used in gearless designs (see Figure 2.2), but as the omission of the gearbox constitutes an
advantage, their share in wind power plants with gearboxes is negligible.
9Remember that the Lanchester-Betz limit was 59.3%.
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Though in practice the performance of wind turbines varies strongly depending on
wind availability at the respective site, so in the OECD and IEA (2010a) study a
capacity factor of 28.6% is projected for 2050, representing a moderate improvement
from today’s 24.9%.10 Since further innovation is mainly required to achieve a higher
energy yield at locations with low wind speeds (OECD and IEA 2010a), permanent
magnet synchronous generators may also be applicable there (see Figure 2.3).
Yet, today’s wind turbines are already much more efficient and have a higher nominal
capacity than those constructed 15 to 20 years ago (Hennicke et al. 2010). Since wind
power deployment on a commercial scale started in the early 1990s (Bilgili et al.
2011) and wind turbines usually are assigned a lifetime of 20 years, the first cases of
replacement now occur. As time proceeds, this phenomenon will become increasingly
important. The replacement of many small turbines with a few large ones is called
repowering; it can result in technological advantages and economic benefits (Bade et
al. 2010) as modern wind power plants yield more full load hours and hence generate
more electricity than their precursors. Due to lower maintenance efforts, overall costs
of electricity generation decrease. Furthermore, grid compatibility has meanwhile
improved and social acceptance of the new turbines is likely to rise because of lower
noise levels (BWE 2010) and the fact that fewer wind power plants constitute an
amelioration of the landscape’s appearance (Heier 2009). The effect of repowering
has already been accounted for in the OECD and IEA (2010a) study and therefore
does not require additional attention with regard to the subsequent analysis.11
Another aspect of efficiency to be considered is related to the manufacturing stage of
wind turbines. Here, the remaining potential for efficiency increases is vast, mainly
with respect to material intensities. As mentioned previously, rare earth materials
within wind turbines currently constitute between 0.2 and 3.3 t/MW. To obtain the
projected material intensity in 2050, it is assumed that the lower end of this range,
0.2 t/MW, is retained. An even lower intensity is imaginable, but again with regard
to the purpose of the thesis it seems to be more appropriate to overestimate rare
10Capacity factors have been calculated as follows: the 159 GW of capacity installed in 2009 could
have provided 159 GW · 365 d/yr · 24 h/d = 1,393 TWh/yr if the capacity factor was 100%, but
in effect only 347 TWh/yr have been produced by wind power in 2009 (GWEC and Greenpeace
2010), which is a proportion of 24.9%. Analogously the 2,000 GW predicted for 2050 by OECD
and IEA (2010a) could provide 2,000 GW · 365 d/yr · 24 h/d = 17,520 TWh/yr, equivalent to
63 EJ/yr, but are expected to produce only 18 EJ/yr, a proportion of 28.6%. It has to be kept
in mind that these figures refer to an “average” wind turbine and in reality differ with respect to
the specific technology applied.
11From the annual addition of 62.4 GW/yr to the 2007 baseline of 94 GW installed capacity (REN21
2010) it can be concluded that yearly capacity extension represents gross supplements rather than
the net effect: without decommissioning of old power plants, cumulative capacity would equal
almost 2,800 GW in 2050. The IEA confirms that repowering has been considered, but is restricted
to turbines that reach the end of their technical lifetime; earlier replacement for efficiency reasons
is not assumed to occur (Remme 2011).
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earth requirements than to underestimate them. As for the magnet composition,
a uniform mixture of 71.25% neodymium, 25% praseodymium and 3.75% dyspro-
sium is assumed to constitute the rare earth content. This ratio results from the
fact that didymium, which consists of three-quarters neodymium and one-quarter
praseodymium, entails lower cost and improved corrosion prevention compared to
pure neodymium; moreover, dysprosium is assumed to replace 5% of the remaining
neodymium content to provide for better heat resistance. Thus the “optimal” per-
manent magnet composition is assumed to be generally applied. Sm-Co magnets are
not considered due to the negligible fraction they represent today. Gadolinium and
terbium could in principle also be used in Nd-Fe-B magnets, but in practice they play
a minor role as they offer no particular benefits and are quite scarce.
Figure 4.2: Methodology of the boundary analysis. Source: compiled by the author.
These data are used to derive the consequences of rare earth demand originating from
the wind power industry. Figure 4.2 summarises the methodology of this chapter.
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4.2 Results
Application of that methodology and assumptions yields the following demand pro-
jections for rare earths originating from the wind power sector (see also Figure 4.3):
neodymium requirements range from 889.2 to 3,249.0 t/yr, praseodymium demand
will be between 312.0 and 1,140.0 t/yr, and 46.8 to 171.0 t/yr of dysprosium will
be needed. For comparison, in 2010 the annual wind power capacity addition to-
talled 37,642 MW/yr (WWEA 2011); assuming a 10% share of permanent magnet
turbines for both onshore and offshore purposes, 536.4 t/yr of neodymium, 188.2 t/yr
of praseodymium and 28.2 t/yr of dysprosium have approximately been consumed
by the wind industry.
Figure 4.3: Demand projections for 2050 for the low and high permanent magnet
penetration scenario. Source: compiled by the author.
Over the entire time horizon from 2011 to 2050, a cumulative amount of 35,568
to 129,960 t neodymium, 12,480 to 45,600 t praseodymium and 1,872 to 6,840 t
dysprosium will be employed in the low and high scenario, respectively, adding up
to total rare earth demand of about 50,000 to 180,000 t (see Figure 4.4). Relative to
current overall REO reserves of 88,000,000 t (see Table 3.2), those amounts equate
to 0.06 to 0.20%. These percentages do not point to anticipated shortages per se,
although a comprehensive assessment would also have to incorporate demand from
the other industries, which is beyond the scope of this thesis.
For a relative consideration, the results depicted in Figure 4.3 can also be confronted
with the scarcity indicator introduced in Chapter 3. It states what percentage of
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Figure 4.4: Cumulative rare earth demand from the wind power industry 2011-2050.
Source: compiled by the author.
current production would have to be employed to meet future rare earth demand
from the wind power industry and is calculated as follows:
J =
D2050
P2010
,
with J denoting the scarcity indicator, D2050 refers to rare earth demand from the
wind power sector projected for 2050, and P2010 is global rare earth production in
2010. Inserting the respective values for the three elements used in the assumed ideal
permanent magnet yields12
JNd,low =
889.2 t/yr
134, 000 t · 0.159 = 4.2% for neodymium,
JPr,low =
312.0 t/yr
134, 000 t · 0.047 = 5.0% for praseodymium,
JDy,low =
46.8 t/yr
134, 000 t · 0.010 = 3.5% for dysprosium
in the “low” permanent magnet penetration case. The “high” scenario gives
JNd,high =
3, 249.0 t/yr
134, 000 t · 0.159 = 15.2% for neodymium,
122010 production levels are taken from Table 3.4 and Figure 3.2.
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JPr,high =
1, 140.0 t/yr
134, 000 t · 0.047 = 18.1% for praseodymium,
JDy,high =
171.0 t/yr
134, 000 t · 0.010 = 12.8% for dysprosium.
It becomes apparent that the proportions rise considerably (see Figure 4.5): depend-
ing on the scenario, i.e. “low” or “high”, 4.2 to 15.2% of 2010 neodymium production
would have to be used in wind turbines by 2050, up from 2.5% in the base year.
For praseodymium the figures reach 5.0 to 18.1%, up from 3.0% in 2010, and for
dysprosium they amount to 3.5 to 12.8% as opposed to 2.1% in 2010. The wide
ranges reflect the uncertainty associated with the analysis that becomes apparent in
the choice of significantly varying permanent magnet penetration levels. Altogether,
in the “low” scenario the ratios increase by 66% and in the “high” scenario they even
rise by more than 500%.13
Figure 4.5: Ratio of rare earth demand from the wind power sector to 2010 production
levels. Source: compiled by the author.
Although the analysis only includes rare earths’ demand from the wind power in-
dustry, the sharp increases of the scarcity indicator imply that REE supply should
13In an extreme scenario, Kleijn and Voet (2010) investigate material requirements for wind turbines
under the assumption of a hydrogen economy in 2050 that is exclusively powered by renewable
energy. They conclude that in the case of all offshore turbines being equipped with direct-drive
permanent magnet generators, 180 times of 2008 neodymium mine production would be needed.
Opposed to this result, the estimates given here under more realistic assumptions still appear
very moderate.
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rise during the next decades to ensure continuous provision of raw materials. As
mentioned previously, rare earth requirements of other sectors are also likely to grow
substantially, so even if current production levels still exceed projected rare earth de-
mand from wind energy in 2050, they will not be sufficient for the overall economy.
As with every projection, it has to be kept in mind that the outcomes are subject to
specific assumptions, some of which may be challenged. First, the pathway chosen for
future wind power deployment represents a rather conservative estimate, but has been
selected because of relatively abundant data availability. Hence, the actual extension
of the wind energy sector could yield faster capacity build-up than assumed. Second,
annual capacity additions are supposed to account for an average value that remains
constant over time; however, both absolute capacity additions and their share of pre-
existing cumulative capacity have always fluctuated historically. Owing to restricted
data disposability, an average magnitude has nevertheless been assumed. Therefore
it is possible that rare earth demand exceeds the figures presented here in some
individual years, but falls below them in other years. Third, the assumptions about
material intensities are subject to uncertainty as well, but against the background of
available information are meant to be a “best estimate”.
To summarise, the preceding analysis confirms claims from literature that present
levels of REE supply will presumably not be able to satisfy rising demand in the
future. Potential mitigation options to rebalance supply and demand, such as mate-
rial intensity improvements, diversification of suppliers, or recycling and substitution,
have already been discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
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In the previous chapter, a first estimate of the order of magnitude expected for future
rare earth demand from wind power deployment was provided. Yet, a comprehensive
assessment of rare earth scarcity actually requires the use of an integrated energy-
economy-climate model. Such a model could also refine the enquiry by revealing
concrete consequences for particular world regions within a dynamic framework. The
selected model ReMIND-R has the additional advantage to cover a time horizon until
2100, thus allowing for the extension of the analysis to almost a century. As none of
the established integrated assessment models already includes a rare earth constraint
for renewable energy technologies, its implementation in the model code would exceed
the scope of a master’s thesis. Therefore, Chapter 5.2 merely offers two suggestions
on how to account for the supply of rare earths and their demand by wind power
generators. The result can be used by the modellers to realise the implementation.
Chapter 5.1 lays the foundations for the subsequent section by giving an overview of
the model structure.
5.1 The structure of ReMIND-R
This section contains a brief description of the main model features and relies on
Leimbach et al. (2010) and Luderer et al. (2010). The most important equations are
explained in Bauer et al. (2008). More detailed information can be found in these
sources.
ReMIND is a model family and entails several versions. ReMIND-R, the version
outlined here, covers the global scale in a regionalised form. ReMIND-G is also
a global model, but forgoes the regional subdivision. Moreover, a model version
specified to Germany, ReMIND-D, is currently being developed.
As a hybrid model, ReMIND-R combines the advantages of top-down and bottom-
up models: it includes both the macroeconomic environment, thus facilitating policy
analysis, and at the same time provides a detailed register of energy technologies.
It consists of three interconnected modules: macro-economy, energy system, and
climate. Model results are presented for 11 world regions.
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Global population development is introduced as an exogenous scenario from the
World Bank, reaching 9 billion by 2050 and 10 billion by 2100. The time horizon of
the computations covers the period from 2005 to 2150 with a 5-year resolution; how-
ever, the model output is only reported up to the year 2100 to eliminate“apocalyptic”
behaviour at the end of the time horizon.
ReMIND-R can be run in different modes. The “business as usual” case is the refer-
ence scenario, where optimisation is executed without any constraints. The “climate
policy” case can be considered the advanced scenario; it incorporates a certain cli-
mate policy target that causes mitigation costs, thereby yielding a relative reduction
of the net present value of welfare measures, like consumption or GDP.
In the following, the three modules are characterised in more detail. Figure 5.1
illustrates the main features and shows their interrelations.
Figure 5.1: The structure of ReMIND-R. Source: Leimbach et al. (2010).
5.1.1 The macroeconomic module
The macro-economy is modelled in a Ramsey-type way to maximise intertemporal
welfare. The assumptions of perfect markets, perfect foresight and full cooperation
ensure that the Pareto-optimal solution is concordant both with the global planner
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solution and with a cooperative solution. In the “climate policy” mode, the allocation
of mitigation efforts is endogenous to guarantee a cost-efficient result.
Every world region is considered as a representative household whose utility depends
upon consumption per capita:
U(r) =
T∑
t=t0
(
∆t · e−ζ(t−t0)L(t, r) · ln
(
C(t, r)
L(t, r)
))
∀r, (5.1)
with U(r) denoting the utility of the respective region, t is the time index, T symbol-
ises the end of the time horizon, ζ is the pure rate of time preference assumed to equal
3%, L stands for population, and C is consumption. The intertemporal elasticity of
substitution of per capita consumption is assumed to be 1.
All regional utility functions are aggregated to a global welfare function:
W =
∑
r
(w(r) · U(r)), (5.2)
where W represents global welfare and w(r) are the weights attributed to the re-
gions.1
As shown in Figure 5.1, GDP is generated from the production factors capital, labour
and final energy. Production factors are combined via a constant elasticity of sub-
stitution (CES) function. Final energy is further subdivided into more specific types
that are incorporated via a nested CES structure (see Figure 5.2).2 The labour force
is determined by exogenous data. The capital stock underlies depreciation at an
annual rate of 5% and is augmented by investments.
GDP Y and final good net imports MG − XG of a region have to cover all its ex-
penditures, namely investments into the capital stock I, consumption C, and energy
system costs. The latter are composed of fuel costs GF , investments GI , and op-
eration and maintenance costs GO. This results in the following budget constraint:
Y (t, r)−XG(t, r) +MG(t, r) ≥ C(t, r) + I(t, r) +GF (t, r) +GI(t, r) +GO(t, r) ∀t, r.
(5.3)
Trade in ReMIND-R is based on the Heckscher-Ohlin and Ricardian models, i.e. it
originates from different factor endowments and technologies across regions. Trade
relations between individual regions are not modelled separately, but all exports and
1The question how those weights are determined will be answered later in this section.
2Note that the elasticities of substitution σ in the figure should be given as decimal values, i.e. the
commas must be read as decimal points.
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Figure 5.2: CES production structure in the macro-economy module. Source: Leim-
bach et al. (2010).
imports access one common pool. In addition to final goods, fossil primary energy
carriers and emission permits can be traded.3 On all three markets, a global trade
balance must be sustained in every single period:∑
r
(Xj(t, r)−Mj(t, r)) = 0 ∀t, j. (5.4)
As before, X and M denote exports and imports, respectively. The index j is a
placeholder for primary energy carriers E, the composite final good G and emission
permits Q.
In the end, the possibilities of intertemporal trade and capital mobility induce a
global equalisation of factor prices, resulting in an intertemporal and interregional
3Emission permits are only traded in the “climate policy” scenario. For the initial allocation of CO2
certificates, three different options have been assessed by Leimbach et al. (2010); however, as the
second fundamental theorem of welfare economics suggests, they turned out to have no effect on
the final outcome. If market imperfections are allowed for, the Coase theorem applies instead of
the second fundamental theorem of welfare economics, but the implications remain the same.
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equilibrium.
The intertemporal trade balance also plays a role in assigning the welfare weights
w(r) in Equation 5.2. They are adjusted by means of a Negishi procedure such that
the sum of the discounted value of exports matches the sum of the discounted value
of imports over the entire time horizon.
Bi(r) =
∑
t
∑
j
(
pij(t) · [Xij(t, r)−M ij(t, r)]
) ∀r, i, (5.5)
wi+1(r) = f(wi, Bi(r)) ∀r, i. (5.6)
Bi(r) represents the region’s intertemporal trade balance at iteration step i and pij(t)
symbolises the world market price of good j that corresponds to its shadow price
obtained from Equation 5.4.
Equations 5.5 and 5.6 imply that a high intertemporal trade deficit, i.e. a low value
of Bi(r), reduces the welfare weight wi+1(r) of that region in the next iteration step.
Consequently, global welfare is hardly raised by additional imports of the region, but
rather benefits from its exports. The same reasoning applies in the other direction.
As the objective is the maximisation of intertemporal welfare, regions will always
approach an intertemporal trade balance of zero over time.
5.1.2 The energy system module
The energy system module is hard-linked to the macroeconomic module in two ways:
first, as described above, GDP must cover all energy system expenditures. Second,
final energy balance requires that final energy supply from the energy system module
equals its demand as a production factor in the macroeconomic module. Thus, both
modules are optimised conjointly.
The energy system can be interpreted as an economic sector with a heterogeneous
capital stock, producing secondary and final energy carriers from primary energy car-
riers. Available primary energy carriers cover coal, oil, gas, uranium, hydro, wind,
solar, geothermal, and biomass. Exhaustible resources, i.e. fossil fuels, uranium and
biomass, face fuel costs that rise with increasing cumulative extraction. Since extrac-
tion costs differ across regions and exhaustible primary energy carriers are tradable,
the optimisation calculus ensures that extraction from different deposits is conducted
in least-cost order. Renewable energy sources are not affected by fuel costs, but their
diffusion is restricted by exogenously given technical potentials. For onshore wind
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power, the technical potential is assumed at 120 EJ/yr, for offshore wind power at
40 EJ/yr.4
Primary energy carriers are transformed to secondary energy carriers by the use of
50 different conversion technologies. The resulting secondary energy carriers include
all types that are depicted in orange boxes in Figure 5.2. Conversion technologies,
usually power plants, are represented in the model via their capacities, whose build-
up requires investments. Specific investment costs are determined endogenously for
technologies that face learning-by-doing, which applies only to wind turbines and
solar photovoltaics, and they are exogenous for all other technologies.
The primary energy carrier “wind” is exclusively converted to the secondary energy
carrier “electricity” and underlies the following assumptions:
 Wind turbines are assigned a lifetime of 40 years.
 Investment costs are $1,200/kW.
 A widespread deployment of wind turbines requires additional storage facilities
due to the intermittent availability of wind power. This justifies an investment
cost markup of 20% by 2050.
 Floor costs are $883/kW.
 The learning rate, i.e. the reduction of specific investment costs for each dou-
bling of capacity, amounts to 12%.
 Cumulative capacity in 2005 is 60 GW.
 Operation and maintenance costs add up to $0.89/GJ.
Secondary to final energy conversion is modelled via transport and distribution ca-
pacities to the end users. The end use sectors households and industry are subsumed
under the stationary sector. Furthermore, the transport sector demands final energy,
as shown in Figure 5.2. Energy and CO2 prices develop endogenously.
5.1.3 The climate module
The climate module is modelled in a rather simple way, containing an impulse-
response function for the carbon cycle and an energy balance temperature model. It
calculates the CO2 concentration in the atmosphere and the consequences of green-
house gas emissions and sulphate aerosols for global mean temperature. CO2 is
4The distinction of onshore and offshore wind power is not modelled explicitly, so the technical
potential is aggregated for wind power as a whole, with offshore being subject to a 50% investment
cost penalty.
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emitted in the course of primary to secondary energy conversion, specifically during
fossil fuel combustion, but can be absorbed by carbon capture technologies. However,
leakage can occur in the process of carbon capture and storage, thereby raising the
level of CO2 in the atmosphere. Other greenhouse gas emissions and CO2 emissions
originating from land use change are determined via marginal abatement cost curves
or by assuming exogenous scenarios.
The climate sensitivity of ReMIND-R is fixed at 3.0°C. The introduction of climate
policy targets is an additional constraint for welfare maximisation, but their achieve-
ment is facilitated by full intertemporal and interregional flexibility regarding miti-
gation efforts. Under a “climate policy” regime, CO2 emissions from fossil fuel com-
bustion have to be backed by emission permits that can either come from the stock
originally allocated to the region or from imports.
5.2 Ways of implementing rare earth requirements of the
wind power industry in ReMIND-R
As mentioned previously, ReMIND-R does currently not account for wind power de-
ployment restrictions arising from the limited availability of REEs. One possibility
for implementing this additional boundary is the introduction of fixed demand coef-
ficients, a concept similar to the one presented in Chapter 4. However, this requires
many exogenous assumptions. A more elaborate option is the explicit modelling of
the REE market with endogenous price development. Both approaches are subse-
quently illustrated in a “cooking recipe”-like manner.
5.2.1 Fixed demand coefficients
Fixed demand coefficients would have to be implemented at the level of primary
to secondary energy conversion technologies, at the conversion stage of the primary
energy“wind”to the secondary energy“electricity”via wind power plants. This corre-
sponds to the box “Energy transformation and conversion technologies” in Figure 5.1.
Exogenous data should be added to the set of “Resource and potential constraints”.
In general, two kinds of model input are necessary: the amount of rare earths available
for the wind power sector - i.e. supply - and rare earth demand per GW of newly
installed wind power capacity. As for the first aspect, the material limitation can
either be introduced by providing the model with a fixed stock of rare earths, e.g. 5%
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or 10% of current reserves,5 that can be freely distributed across the time horizon.
Alternatively, in a more restrictive way, yearly rare earth supply can be predetermined
in order to avoid the complete exhaustion of the available stock during the first few
periods, as this is not compatible with today’s mining infrastructure.
Concerning the demand side, onshore and offshore wind power have to be modelled
as two separate technologies in ReMIND-R as they are very likely to differ according
to rare earth demand. Such a distinction has not been explicitly included in the
model yet. If the model is supposed to substitute autonomously among them, a
further sub-distinction is necessary, introducing onshore and offshore wind power
with and without permanent magnet generators each. All the technologies have to
be provided with parameters for their respective efficiency, costs, etc., which poses
a problem because data are difficult to obtain due to non-disclosure of wind turbine
producers. If this challenge cannot be overcome, a more simple solution is to assume
fixed shares of permanent magnet penetration. In this case, the distinction of two
instead of four technologies is sufficient, limiting the complexity to an onshore and an
offshore technology. Subsequently, the percentage of wind turbines operating with
and without rare earth permanent magnets has to be defined. For example, the
assumptions from Chapter 4 can be retained, implying that in a “low penetration”
scenario 10% of both onshore and offshore plants use permanent magnet generators,
whereas in a “high penetration” scenario the ratio is 25% for onshore and 75% for
offshore installations. Finally, material intensities have to be assigned, stating what
amount of REE inputs is required per GW of newly installed capacity.
The introduction of fixed shares allows for a simplified approach: it can be assumed
that each wind turbine uses rare earths, but only 10% of the actual amount (in the
“low penetration” scenario) and accordingly 25% (in the “high penetration” scenario
for onshore) and 75% (in the “high penetration” scenario for offshore). The result
would be the same as if only some turbines were assumed to use the “full” amount of
rare earth inputs.
5.2.2 Modelling the REE market
The compilation of an REE market model is a more challenging option. Initially,
the specific conceptual characteristics of rare earth demand and supply relevant for
modelling have to be identified. As Chapter 3 revealed, the REE market is currently
characterised by four kinds of market failure:
5The small share can be justified by the fact that rare earths are also needed as input materials in
many other industries and cannot be employed exclusively for wind turbines.
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 By-production: REEs are usually not the primary target of mining, so price
elasticity of supply is rather low.
 Co-production: REEs occur as compounds, which results in excess supply of
some REEs and excess demand for others.
 Negative externality: extraction and processing cause environmental damage.
Hence, without policy intervention, the price is suboptimally low and the quan-
tity too high compared to a perfectly competitive market outcome without
externalities.
 Market power: China acts as a quasi-monopolist, which yields a higher price
and slower resource extraction than under perfect competition (Perman et al.
2010). To a certain extent, this effect may counteract the negative externality.
Moreover, at the demand side, rare earths usually constitute only a small share of
total material requirements within their applications. This particularity, combined
with the effect of production technology lock-in, contributes to a relatively low price
elasticity of demand. However, this may only be true in the short run. Since the
time horizon of ReMIND-R covers almost a century, long-term market structures are
more relevant. As REEs become increasingly important for technological innovations,
expected revenue may rise, so they may be extracted as primary products in the
future, thus inhibiting the problem of by-production. Due to geological reasons, co-
production cannot be overcome, and it is also highly uncertain whether current efforts
to internalise the environmental burden will be sustained. Yet the impact of market
power is likely to decline over time as REE reserves are widely distributed across
the globe and the exploration of alternative mining locations is already under way.
Furthermore, the potential for technological progress points to an increasing viability
of economic extraction at sites outside of China and improved prospects of recycling
and substitution options.
The REE market model should rather represent the probable long-term market struc-
ture than current conditions that can become redundant within the first few periods
of the time horizon. Moreover, ReMIND-R is conceptualised as a social planner
model. Consequently, the REE market model - as a “sub-model” incorporated into
ReMIND-R - should follow the same approach to retain consistency. The chosen
model framework therefore depicts the socially optimal resource extraction path over
time and abstracts from presently prevailing market imperfections.6
The following information is needed for compiling the REE market model (Perman
et al. 2010):
6Modifications of the basic model, e.g. to represent the case of a monopolistic market, can be found
in Heijman (1991).
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 REE demand function
 Hotelling’s rule
 initial value of the natural resource stock, i.e. at t = 0
 final value of the natural resource stock, i.e. at t = T
To account for the demand side, the different wind power technologies must explicitly
be modelled again, as in the case of fixed demand coefficients. Here it is sufficient
to distinguish wind turbines with and without permanent magnets: the former are
preferable due to their higher efficiency, but need rare earth inputs. The initial
material intensity has to be given exogenously - e.g. 0.2 kg/kW - but may well be
assumed to decline over time due to technological progress. Wind turbines without
permanent magnets play the role of a backstop technology that is utilised if rare
earths are either exhausted or reach a prohibitively high price level. As the model
switches endogenously between the technologies, a further distinction of onshore and
offshore wind power is not compulsory here, but may nevertheless add informative
value if implemented.
As a tangible natural resource demand function, Perman et al. (2010) suggest the
following form:
p(q) = Ke−bq, (5.7)
with p denoting price, q stands for the quantity of the natural resource extracted,
and K and b are parameters. K is the choke price, which becomes clear if q = 0 is
inserted in Equation 5.7. If the price level reaches the value of K, REE extraction
stops, i.e. the intercept with the price axis is reached, and the economy switches to
the backstop technology. The demand function is depicted in the second quadrant of
Figure 5.3.
The intertemporal price path of the natural resource is shown in the first quadrant.
It starts at p0 and its slope can be derived from the Hotelling rule in the case of
constant marginal extraction cost. The gross price then increases with the same rate
as the net price, according to the rate of interest (which is assumed to equal the social
discount rate):
pt = p0e
ρt, (5.8)
where ρ represents the rate of interest.
The fourth quadrant merely displays a 45° line to copy the scale of the time axis.
Finally, in the third quadrant, the natural resource depletion path is constructed.
The straight line represents the resource depletion path over time, with q0 indicating
the quantity extracted at t = 0. The intercept with the resource extraction axis
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Figure 5.3: The social planner model of optimal resource extraction. Source: com-
piled by the author, according to Perman et al. (2010).
is determined by the quantity demanded for a price of p0 (see the dashed lines).
Resource depletion over time follows the path:
qt =
ρ
b
(T − t). (5.9)
The area below the curve corresponds to the total resource stock S¯:
T∫
0
qtdt = S¯. (5.10)
Efficiency requires that the resource stock is completely exhausted at the end of the
time horizon, i.e. ST = 0 and accordingly, qT = 0. In the first quadrant, the choke
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price K is reached at t = T . That way it is guaranteed that the natural resource
stock S¯ is completely exhausted exactly when the switch to the backstop technology
occurs. For the initial amount S0 = S¯ an exogenous value has to be defined.
7 When
determining S¯, it has to be kept in mind that wind power is not the only industry
applying rare earths, so an adequate measure should only contain a certain percentage
of the overall reserve base or identified resources.8
The implementation of the REE “sub-model” in ReMIND-R would have to be carried
out as another “resource and potential constraint” for wind power in Figure 5.1. Yet
in contrast to the pre-existing constraints, it does not only deliver exogenous data,
but interacts with the wind power sector since the demand function for REEs is
incorporated in the model, thus allowing for endogenous price development.
5.2.3 Evaluation of the two approaches
Expected results. The implementation of a rare earth restriction for wind power,
irrespective of the concrete approach chosen, would result in a change of the wind
power deployment pathway and, correspondingly, yield a different electricity mix. Via
final energy supply and energy system costs, the macroeconomic module would be af-
fected as well. If the restriction is binding, the model has to account for an additional
constraint, thus the achievement of a first-best solution is precluded. Compared to
the case without the rare earth restriction, the CO2 target in the climate policy sce-
nario can only be accomplished on a suboptimal path. Consequently, consumption
losses and sequentially welfare losses are likely to increase.
Assets and drawbacks of both concepts. Table 5.1 summarises the main advan-
tages and disadvantages of the two approaches presented in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2.
Although both concepts face several obstacles, the market model allows for more
endogeneity and is therefore recommended for the implementation of a rare earth
restriction in ReMIND-R due to its higher informative value.
However, the application of the standard natural resource extraction model to rare
earths can be questioned. Up to now, literature has concentrated on hydrocarbons like
coal, oil and natural gas, but in contrast to REEs, they occur in large concentrations
at a few deposits. It has to be investigated if the different properties of REEs require
the development of an own model or if minor adaptations of the existing approach
7For simplicity, a fixed natural resource stock is assumed, although in reality new discoveries and
technological progress continuously enlarge it.
8Reserve base or identified resources (see Figure 3.1) have been proposed as the underlying measure
because over the time horizon of ReMIND-R, substantial technological progress can be expected,
so current reserves do not appear appropriate. However, the final decision is up to the modellers.
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Assets Drawbacks
Fixed de-
mand coeffi-
cients
 simple and transparent  exogenous assumption of fixed
shares of permanent magnet
penetration yields predetermined
outcomes (model artefact)
 alternative introduction of sep-
arate wind power technologies
with and without permanent
magnets requires data that are
difficult to obtain
 estimate of available rare earth
amount in a lump-sum way; re-
serves are a time-dependent mea-
sure
REE market
model
 endogenous price develop-
ment
 endogenous choice of wind
power technology
 data for implementation of wind
power technologies with and
without permanent magnets are
difficult to obtain
 choice of an adequate measure for
the fixed natural resource stock is
problematic
Table 5.1: Assets and drawbacks of the two approaches to implement a rare earth
restriction in ReMIND-R. Source: compiled by the author.
are sufficient. For example, the assumption of constant marginal extraction cost
appears to be too optimistic for REEs. One would rather expect rising marginal
cost, which could easily be implemented in the REE market model by prescribing
that the intertemporal price path proceeds steeper than predicted by the Hotelling
rule. It is important to note that the Hotelling rule would still apply to the net price,
i.e. the royalty, but as marginal extraction costs would then have a slope greater than
zero, the gross price would grow at a larger rate than the net price. If an investigation
of the applicability of the standard model to REEs reveals that minor adaptations are
sufficient to account for their particularities, overall results will not change much. If
this is not the case, a research gap will emerge, calling for a completely new modelling
concept.
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Wind power is often perceived as the most environmentally friendly (or “clean”)
renewable energy technology. However, most assessments do not account for the
fact that critical natural resources are employed at the construction stage of wind
turbines. Together with the globally soaring deployment of wind power, a potential
problem arises that has received little attention in literature so far and has been
examined in detail in this thesis.
In an initial step, critical natural resources that are relevant for wind power have been
identified. “Criticality” is thereby characterised by high economic importance plus
supply and/or environmental risk. Magnetic materials, particularly rare earths, have
been determined as the most critical input materials to wind turbine construction and
are therefore the core of this thesis. They are used in the range of 0.15-3.3 kg/kW of
nominal capacity and are assembled in permanently excited synchronous generators.
Compared to alternative generator models, this type benefits from reduced weight,
higher efficiency, lower operation and maintenance efforts, and the eschewal of an ex-
ternal power source; yet, there is no possibility to influence its voltage, and materials
for the construction of permanently excited synchronous generators are associated
with high costs.
With respect to material requirements, onshore and offshore power plants mainly
differ in their utilisation of bulk materials. Furthermore, low maintenance effort is of
special interest for offshore applications, which makes direct-drive permanent mag-
net generators particularly attractive. Although permanently excited synchronous
generators at present only cover a market share of about 10% in wind turbines, an
increasing market share is expected in the future, partly driven by the expansion of
the offshore segment.
Motivated by the definition of criticality, a market analysis of rare earth elements has
been provided next, starting at the supply side. The Herfindahl-Hirschman Index of
0.23 does not point to a critical geographical reserve distribution per se. Still 97%
of mine production are currently concentrated in China, which illustrates the first
of four kinds of market failure on the REE market. The Chinese quasi-monopoly
is facilitated by preferential natural resource endowment and low-cost production,
but policy measures such as export tariffs and quotas caused the share of exports in
overall Chinese REE production to drop to a quarter, which recently resulted in severe
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supply shortages for foreign industries. Besides the dominant position at the country
level, market power also exists at the company level since a few large Chinese state
corporations constitute the vast majority of suppliers on the world market. A second
market imperfection arises due to the natural occurrence of REEs as co-products:
REEs can only be mined in fixed composites that do not necessarily coincide with
demand-side patterns, yielding excess demand for some individual REEs and excess
supply for others. Third, REEs are by-products of more abundant minerals and are
therefore subject to a low price elasticity of supply. Finally, their extraction and
processing is responsible for environmental burdens, i.e. negative externalities.
Regarding demand-side features, REEs can be attributed to specialty materials rather
than commodities, implying that demand for them is predominantly driven by tech-
nological development. They usually comprise only a small share of total material
requirements within their applications, so price elasticity of demand can be consid-
ered relatively low, at least in the short run. Market power does not prevail at the
demand side: an outstanding concentration of REE consumers can neither be ob-
served at the country level nor at the company level. Among the various applications
of REEs in the industry, permanent magnets are the most important individual com-
ponent today, with wind turbines being the most significant single field of permanent
magnet use.
As far as the pricing of depletable natural resources is concerned, a static and dynamic
framework can be distinguished. At a certain point of time, the price is the sum of
marginal extraction cost and opportunity cost. For price development over time,
the Hotelling rule applies, stating that the shadow price of the natural resource
rises with the interest rate. Yet, both theoretical concepts only apply to perfectly
competitive markets. An investigation of empirical REO prices reveals, however, that
those predictions do not hold for the data actually observed. This can be justified
by the existence of distortions, e.g. the absence of a freely adjusting market and the
prevalence of longer-term contracts, yielding unreliable price signals.
Two mitigation options for overcoming the disequilibrium on the REE market have
been discussed. It became evident that recycling is not economic with the current
state of technology and today’s price levels; reuse of permanent magnets is a more
promising alternative. The substitution of permanent magnets is principally possible,
but a substitute that guarantees comparable performance to Nd-Fe-B magnets has
not been discovered yet. As a consequence, the shortages and price increases are
likely to persist in the short to medium term. Yet, the global distribution of reserves
indicates that a dispersion of REE mining is feasible, but a considerable diversification
of supply on the world market may require a few decades.
The market analysis has been followed by a first estimate of the REE demand pattern
originating from new wind turbine installations by 2050. Based on the wind power
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deployment path from the IEA BLUE Map scenario, the order of magnitude has been
determined by means of a spreadsheet analysis. Depending on the assumptions on
permanent magnet penetration in newly installed wind turbines, rare earth require-
ments for wind turbines turned out to rise by 66 to 500% compared to their 2010
levels. As REE demand from other sectors is also expected to increase substantially,
it could be concluded that the current level of supply is highly unlikely to be sufficient
in the long run. However, geological scarcity of rare earths is not foreseeable.
For a more elaborate analysis of that problem, the utilisation of an integrated assess-
ment model has been proposed. Therefore, ReMIND-R has been presented. It follows
an intertemporal welfare maximisation objective and consists of the three modules
macro-economy, energy system, and climate. Two ways have been suggested for
implementing a natural resource availability restriction to account for rare earth de-
mand from the wind power industry: the introduction of fixed demand coefficients,
an approach similar to that in the previous chapter, and the explicit modelling of
the REE market. The implementation of one of these proposals in the source code
remains to be done by the modellers.
Altogether, it turns out that the problem examined in this thesis deserves more
attention since a supply bottleneck of REEs has the potential to impede wind power
deployment, thereby endangering an important aspect of climate change mitigation.
As the development of new REE sources requires significant lead time, priority should
be assigned to the topic.
Moreover, some open questions remain for further research. First, the net external
effect of REEs should be determined, contrasting pollution due to the extraction and
processing of REEs and their contribution to energy-efficient and emission-reducing
technologies. With that information, adequate policy implications for dealing with
the externalities could be derived. Second, it has to be examined whether the stan-
dard natural resource depletion model can be applied to REEs or if their particular
properties require a new approach. Third, a comprehensive assessment of rare earth
restrictions in ReMIND-R requires an investigation of all renewable power genera-
tion technologies that employ these materials. The analysis could also be extended
to other natural resources in the same framework.
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